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%&12%+! (*5!-01.#1'%+!5)Q)1#'%)*+7! C)19G$)@61(+3#*-! #$!R<(+! +<)! 3*53Q356(1! ;(*! 5#!3*5)')*5)*+1&-! $)'$),)*+,! +<)! ),,)*;)! #9! (;+6(1! 5)Q)1#'%)*+! R<31)! '#+)*+3(1!5)Q)1#'%)*+! 3,!R<(+! 3,! O)&#*5! +<)! 3*5)')*5)*+! ;('(O313+3),! #9! +<)! 3*53Q356(1! (,!)Q35)*+! 56$3*@! %)53(+)5! ')$9#$%(*;)7! K*! ;#*+$(,+! +#! '$#;),,3*@! %#5)1,! #9!;#@*3+3#*-! ,6;<! (,! i$(,<)*c,-! `j&@#+,N&c,! +<)#$&! $)]);+,! +<)! *#+3#*! #9! +<)!(6+#*#%#6,! 3*53Q356(1!d! (,!R)11! (,! +<)! (,,6%'+3#*! +<(+! ;#@*3+3#*! 3,! ,#%)+<3*@!+<(+!@#),!#*!)J;16,3Q)1&-!(*5!3*Q3,3O1&-!3*,35)!+<)!<)(5ca!23*!F(*+#19!!BWWH-!'7!IID47!K+!3,!3*+)$),+3*@!+#!#O,)$Q)-!<#R)Q)$-!(,!F(*+#19!2BWWI-!'7!ITT4!3*,3@<+9611&!*#+),-!<#R!3*!+<)!'$#;),,!#9! 3*+)$*(13r(+3#*!1)($*)$,!($)!(;+3Q)!3*!5)+)$%3*3*@!R<3;<!(,');+,!#9! +<)! 1(*@6(@)! +#! 9#;6,!#*-!'(&3*@!(++)*+3#*! +#! +<#,)!'$#')$+3),!#9! +<)! 1(*@6(@)!+<(+! ($)!R3+<3*! +<)3$! l?V,7! F(*+#19! (;N*#R1)5@),! +<)! (O313+&! #9! (561+! 1)($*)$,! +#!)%'1#&!%)+(13*@63,+3;! ;#%%)*+,! 3*! +<)3$! '$3Q(+)! ,'));<-! O6+! <)! (1,#! Q3)R,! +<3,!9#$%! #9! ;#*,;3#6,! (R($)*),,! (,! '#+)*+3(11&! 13%3+3*@! +<)3$! (O313+&! +#! 6,)! +<)!1(*@6(@)! 9$))1&!(*5!,'#*+(*)#6,1&7!0J')$3%)*+(1! $),)($;<!#*! +<)! +$(5)G#99!)99);+!#9!9#;6,3*@!(++)*+3#*!#*!#*)!($)(!#9!1(*@6(@)-!R<3;<!R)!5)(1!R3+<!1(+)$!#*-!('')($,!+#!,6''#$+!+<3,!Q3)R7!!! o3+<3*!(*! 3*,+$6;+3#*(1!;#*+)J+-! 1)($*)$,!)*@(@)! 3*!;#11(O#$(+3#*! +#! ]#3*+1&!(5Q(*;)!+<)3$!FB7!8,!i#R(1!(*5!CR(3*!2>SSD-!;3+)5!3*!U#O)$+,-!BW>>-!'7!BST4!<(Q)!'#3*+)5! #6+-! 1)($*)$,! ($)! (O1)! +#! @#! O)&#*5! +<)3$! '$),)*+! ;('(;3+3),! O&!`)J+)$*(13,3*@a! 237)7! )J'1#$3*@! ;#11);+3Q)1&4! +<)3$! 3*+)$1(*@6(@)! (*5! #99)$3*@! )(;<!#+<)$! 9))5O(;N-! +<6,! ;#*+$3O6+3*@! +#! +<)! '$#;),,),! #9! <&'#+<),3,! 9#$%(+3#*! (*5!
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3*+)$1(*@6(@)!5)Q)1#'%)*+7!o)!,<#615!*#+!3@*#$)!+<)!9(;+!+<(+!1(*@6(@)!1)($*)$,-!%#$)! ,#! (561+! 9#$)3@*! 1(*@6(@)! 1)($*)$,! (''$#(;<3*@! #$(1! +(,N,-! ,6;<! (,! +<#,)!+($@)+)5!3*!+<3,!,+65&-!#')$(+)!(+!5399)$)*+!1)Q)1,!#9!3*+)$1(*@6(@)!'$#;),,3*@-!(!9(;+!+<(+!%(N),!)99#$+,!+#!O$3*@!#6+!+<),)!5399)$)*;),!(11!+<)!%#$)!*);),,($&!39!+)(;<)$,!($)!+#!(++)*5!+#!+<)!*))5,!#9!)(;<!(*5!)Q)$&!,+65)*+7!!
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n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n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
@0//'+'/%1'0#-! #$! +<)! '$#;),,! R<)$)O&! KF! 5)Q)1#'%)*+! ;)(,),-! (,! (*! (++)%'+! +#!(;;#6*+! 9#$! +<)!#O,)$Q(+3#*! +<(+! +<)!%(]#$3+&!#9! ,);#*5! 1(*@6(@)! 1)($*)$,! 9(31! +#!(++(3*! *(+3Q)G,')(N)$! +($@)+G1(*@6(@)! ;#%')+)*;)! 23*!P(*! (*5! C)13*N)$-! BWWH-! '7!AHT47!!!
! I*0//5+'#(2'/1'&! '#@+2.#&.! 2C<($R##5! C%3+<-! >SLIn! C<($R##5! C%3+<! b!i)11)$%(*-!>SLT4-!#$!1*%#/@.*! 9$#%!'$3#$!N*#R1)5@)!#9!F>!+#!FB! 3,!#*)!#9! +<)!N)&!
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'$#;),,),! 3*Q#1Q)5! 3*! 3*+)$1(*@6(@)! 5)Q)1#'%)*+-! O6+! %(*&! #+<)$! (,');+,-!3*+$3*,3;!(*5!)J+)$*(1!+#!+<)!FB!(1,#!5)%(*5!(++)*+3#*7!!! 8!;#*,35)$(O1)!(%#6*+!#9!$),)($;<!<(,!+$3)5!+#!),+(O13,<!+<)!)J3,+)*;)!#9!(!*(+6$(1! #$5)$! #9! FB! (;E63,3+3#*! 2=(31)&-! .(55)*! b! i$(,<)*-! >SDA47! M<3,!5)Q)1#'%)*+(1!$#6+)!<(,!O))*!9#6*5!+#!O)!1($@)1&!3*5)')*5)*+!#9!O#+<!+<)!F>!(*5!+<)! ;#*+)J+! #9! 1)($*3*@7! X*)! ,6;<! 13*)! #9! $),)($;<! ($@6),! 9#$! +<)! )J3,+)*;)! #9! (!%#$'<)%)! (;;6$(;&! #$5)$7! 8! *6%O)$! #9! ,+653),-! O(,)5! #*! '$)Q3#6,! )%'3$3;(1!$),)($;<!O&!V61(&!(*5!=6$+!2>SDI-!>SDA4-!35)*+393)5!+<)!9#11#R3*@!(Q)$(@)!#$5)$!(,!O)3*@^!
1. progressive –ing 
2. noun plural –s 
3. copula 
4. article 
5. progressive auxiliary 
6. past irregular 
7. past regular 
8. 3rd person singular 
9. noun possessive -s 
! ! ! ! ! 23*!?3;(-!BWWH-!'7!BTTGBTD4!
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l#O1! 2>SLW-! >SLB4!3*Q#1Q3*@!+<)!,)E6)*;)!#9!('')($(*;)!#9!*)@(+3Q)!'($+3;1),!3*!0*@13,<7!K+!<(,!O))*!),+(O13,<)5! +<(+! (11! 1)($*)$,! 3*! @)*)$(1! @#! +<$#6@<! +<)! ,(%)! ,+(@)! #9! (;E63,3+3#*!R<)$)O&!(!*)@(+3Q)!'($+3;1)-!6,6(11&!#0!#$!#01-!3,!93$,+!'1(;)5!3*!9$#*+!#9!+<)!3+)%!3+!*)@(+),-! (,! 3*!#0! +'4.! (*5! H!#0! +'4.K! P#R)Q)$-! l#O1! #O,)$Q)5! +<(+! 1)($*)$,!R<#,)!
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1(*@6(@),! )J<3O3+! +<3,! @$(%%(+3;(1! '(++)$*-! ,6;<! (,! C'(*3,<! #$! K+(13(*-! 6,6(11&!$)%(3*!1#*@)$!3*!+<3,!'<(,)!+<(*!+<#,)!R<#,)!F>!5#),!*#+!)*;#5)!*)@(+3#*!3*!+<3,!R(&7!C3%31($!3*+)$'$)+(+3#*,!<(Q)!O))*!'$#Q35)5!9$#%!(!*(+3Q3,+!')$,');+3Q)-!(,!R)!,(R!#*!'(@)!>T7! !! 8!$)1)Q(*+!,+65&!#9!5)Q)1#'%)*+(1!,)E6)*;),!R(,!;($$3)5!#6+!O&!?3)*)%(**!2?3)*)%(**-! x#<*,+#*-! b! =$3*51)&-! >SLLn! ?3)*)%(**-! >SLS4! (*5! 1)5! +#! <3,!M)(;<(O313+&!P&'#+<),3,-! (;;#$53*@! +#!R<3;<! 1)($*)$,! ;(*!(;;)1)$(+)! +<)3$! $(+)!#9!FB!1)($*3*@!39!'$),)*+)5!R3+<!$61),!9#$!;#*,+3+6)*+!%#Q)%)*+!+<(+!;#$$),'#*5!R3+<!+<)3$!*)J+!,+(@)!#9!5)Q)1#'%)*+7!?3)*)%(**!(*5!<3,!;#11)(@6),!2>SLL4!$)'#$+!+<)!9#11#R3*@!#$5)$!#9!(;E63,3+3#*^!!
<+436+34%! M1"8A$%!>7!C3*@1)!R#$5,-!9#$%61()!! ! ! P#R!($)!&#6{!!B7!CjX-!CjX{! }M<)!+)(!3,!<#+{!!I7!85Q)$O!?$)'#,3*@! !}z),+)$5(&!K!R#$N!!!A7!V#!9$#*+3*@! }V#!<)!R#$N{!!H7!M#'3;(13,(+3#*! M<3,!K!13N)!!!T7!:0_!~!j!25#*c+4!! }P)!5#*c+!)(+!%)(+!D7!?,)65#G3*Q)$,3#*! !o<)$)!3,!%&!'6$,){!!!L7!z),\:#G3*Q)$,3#*! }P(Q)!<)!,))*!3+{!!S7!?($+3;1)!,<39+! }P)!+6$*!+<)!$(53#!#*!!>W7!jG|+#cGj!! o)!13N)!+#!,3*@!!>>7!I$5GC_G,!! C<)!;#%),!<#%)!!>B7!V#GB*5!! M<)&!535!*#+!O6&!(*&+<3*@!>I7!86JGB*5!! o<)$)!<(,!<)!,))*!&#6{!>A7!85QG1&! !M<)&!,'#N)!@)*+1&!>H7!YG+(@!! K+c,!)J')*,3Q)-!3,*c+!3+{!!!
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L1%(.!QN!?,)65#G3*Q)$,3#*-!z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b!?)$56)-!>SSH47! K+! ('')($,! +<(+! 3*! +<)! )($1&! ,+(@),! 1)($*)$,! ;$)(+)! (! ,&,+)%! #9!;#%%6*3;(+3#*!O(,)5!#*!1)J3;(1!%)(*,!$(+<)$!+<(*!(;E63$3*@!,');393;!MF!9)(+6$),-!(*5! 3+! 3,! *#+! 6*+31! 1(+)$! +<(+! +<)&! (5#'+! %#$)! @$(%%(+3;(13r)5! 9#$%,-! R3+<!,&,+)%(+3;!%#$'<#1#@3;(1!53,+3*;+3#*,!)%)$@3*@!$(+<)$!1(+)-!39!(+!(117!M<3,-!U#%(3*)!2BWWH4!@#),!#*!+#!(,,)$+-!`,6@@),+,!+<(+!(;E63,3+3#*!3,!53;+(+)5!*#+!O&!+<)!MF-!O6+!O&!;#*,+$(3*+,! #9! +<)! 5)Q)1#'3*@! 3*+)$1(*@6(@)! ,&,+)%! #Q)$! +3%)a! 2'7! I>S47! 81#*@!,3%31($! 13*),-! j(*?(++)*! 2BWWD(-! BWWDO4! <(,! 5)Q)1#')5! +<)! K*'6+! ?$#;),,3*@!%#5)1-! R<3;<! (3%,! +#! 5),;$3O)! <#R! FB! '$#;),,3*@! +(N),! '1(;)-! R3+<! (++)*+3#*!53$);+)5! 93$,+! +#! %)(*3*@! (*5! +<)*! +#! 9#$%7! 811! #9! +<),)! 93*53*@,! <(Q)! #OQ3#6,!3%'13;(+3#*,!9#$!+<)!5),3@*!(*5!@$(53*@!#9!@$(%%($!(*5!;#%%6*3;(+3#*!(;+3Q3+3),7!!
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Table 1. The components of Bachman & Palmer’s  













































· dialects/varieties      
· registers 
· natural or idiomatic expressions 
· cultural references 




Goal setting · deciding what one is going to do 
Assessment · taking stock of what is needed 
Planning · deciding how to use what one 
has 
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.F8! )'3,#5),7! Z(+)@#$3),-! ;#5),! 2,6OG;(+)@#$3),4-! %)%#,! (*5! ,+$6;+6$),! R)$)!5)Q)1#')5! #*! +<)! '$3%($&! 5(+(! )J+$(;+)5! 9$#%! ,#6$;)! 5#;6%)*+,! 2+<)!+$(*,;$3'+3#*,!#9!+<)!#$(1!3*+)$Q3)R,n!+<)!+)(;<)$!(*5!,+65)*+!;#$$);+3#*,!(*5!+<)!Q($3#6,!E6),+3#**(3$),47!"#$!+<3,!'($+3;61($!(*(1&,3,-!(!+)$%3*#1#@3;(1!*)+R#$N!R(,!;$)(+)5! #*! +<)! O(,3,! #9! +<)! +(J#*#%&! #9! )$$#$,! 5),;$3O)5! 3*! +<)! '$);)53*@!'($(@$('<,7!M(O1)!A!O)1#R!13,+,!+<#,)!;(+)@#$3),!(*5!,6OG;(+)@#$3),7!!! !
!





F M Morphology 
G   GRAMMAR A Articles 
ADJCS Adjectives, comparative/superlative 
ADJN Adjectives,  number 
ADJO Adjectives,  order 
ADVO Adverbs,  order 
NC Nouns, case 
NN Nouns, number 
P Pronouns 
VAUX Verbs, auxiliaries 
VM Verbs, morphology 
VN Verbs, number 
VNF Verbs, non-finite/finite 
VT Verbs, tense 
VV Verbs, voice 
WC Word class 
L   LEXIS CC Conjunctions, coordinating 
CLC Connectors, logical, complex 
CLS Connectors, logical, simple 
CS Conjunctions, subordinating 
P Phrase 
S Single 
SF Single, false friend 
R   REGISTER  [No subcategories] 
S   STYLE  [Other ] 
I Incomplete 
 U Unclear 







ADJCO Adjectives, complementation 
ADJPR Adjectives, dependent preposition 
CONJCO Conjunction, complementation 
NCO Noun, complementation 
NCO Noun, dependent preposition 
NUC Noun, countable/uncountable 
PRCO Preposition, complementation 
VCO Verb, complementation 








?-?-@&K%",34%,&'(&'4"$&A%4('48"*6%&&P&7U@&K*! #$5)$! +#! (,;)$+(3*! +<)! )99);+! #9! V&*(%3;! 8,,),,%)*+! #*! +<)! '($+3;3'(*+,c! #$(1!')$9#$%(*;)! 2UYB4! +<)! #$(1! '$)G! (*5! '#,+G+),+,! R)$)! ,6O]);+)5! +#! +R#!3*5)')*5)*+!,+(@),!#9!(*(1&,3,7!K*!+<)!93$,+!3*,+(*;)-!+<)!+),+,!R)$)!3*5)')*5)*+1&!,;#$)5!O&!+R#!(;;$)53+)5!$(+)$,!R<#!6,)5!Z0"U!#$(1!(,,),,%)*+!,;(1),7!M<)!,;(1),!3*;165)! 93Q)! *#+3#*,^! *%#(.A! %&&2*%&:A! @+2.#&:A! '#1.*%&1'0#! (*5! &0$.*.#&.7! K*! +<)!,);#*5!3*,+(*;)-!+<)!+),+,!R)$)!(*(1&,)5!(;;#$53*@!+#!+<)!Z8"!,)+!#9!%)(,6$),-!37)7-!;#%'1)J3+&-!(;;6$(;&-!(*5!916)*;&7!M<)!o31;#J#*!,3@*)5G$(*N!+),+!R(,!+<)*!;($$3)5!#6+!#*! +<)! +R#!,)+,!#9!,;#$),7!o31;#J#*!+G+),+!R(,!;<#,)*!O);(6,)-! 3*!;#*+$(,+! +#!'($(%)+$3;! ,+(+3,+3;,! ,6;<! (,! (! $)')(+)5! %)(,6$),! 8:Xj8-! o31;#J#*! +G+),+! 3,!53,+$3O6+3#*!9$))!(*5!,63+(O1)!9#$!,+(+3,+3;,!#9!,%(11!,(%'1)!,3r),!,6;<!(,!+<)!#*)!3*!+<)!;6$$)*+!,+65&7!
PKPKOKMK!!",1.*#%+!/-.%4'#(!%//.//;.#1!!K*! #$5)$! +#! )*,6$)! Q(1353+&! (*5! $)13(O313+&! #9! (,,),,%)*+-! "61;<)$c,! 2BWWI4! (*5!F6#%(c,!2BWWA4!@635)13*),!9#$!+<)!5),3@*!(*5!3%'1)%)*+(+3#*!#9!+<)!$(+3*@!'$#;),,!9#$! ,')(N3*@! R)$)! 9#11#R)57! 8,! $)@($5,! +<)! Z0"UGO(,)5! (,,),,%)*+-! @635)13*),!9$#%! +<)! Z#6*;31! #9! 06$#')c,! %(*6(1! 9#$! $)1(+3*@! 1(*@6(@)! )J(%3*(+3#*,! +#! +<)!Z0"U!2BWWS4!R)$)!6,)57!M<)!(,,),,%)*+!3*Q#1Q)5!,)Q)$(1!;#%'#*)*+,^!




'1(*,4-!(*5!+<)!(,,),,%)*+!,');393;(+3#*,!2;$3+)$3(!(*5!,;(1),-!$61),!9#$!,;#$3*@!(*5!$(+3*@!9#$%,47!U(+)$,!+<)*!R(+;<)5!;(13O$(+)5!')$9#$%(*;)!,(%'1),!9#$!1)Q)1,!8B-!=>-!(*5!=B!21)Q)1,!8>-!Z>!(*5!ZB!($)!)J+$)%)1&!3*9$)E6)*+!(%#*@!+<),)!@$#6',!#9!1)($*)$,4! '$),)*+)5! $(*5#%1&! (*5! R)$)! (,N)5! +#! $(+)! +<)%! 6,3*@! +<)! Z0"U!;$3+)$3(-! ,;(1),! (*5! 5),;$3'+#$,-! (,!R)11! (,! +<)!%($N3*@! ,;<)%)! (*5! $(+3*@! 9#$%,!5),;$3O)5!O)1#R7!!















































M<)! 3*+)$Q3)R! 9#11#R)5! (! ,)E6)*+3(1! ,+$6;+6$)! R<3;<! R(,!%(5)! (Q(31(O1)! +#! +<)!,+65)*+,-!O6+!+<)&!R)$)!*#+!3*9#$%)5!(O#6+!+<)!;#*+)*+7!K*!#+<)$!R#$5,-!+<)&!N*)R!(O#6+!+<)!,)E6)*;)!#9!+(1N-!+<)!96*;+3#*(1!($)(,!(*5!+<)!3*+)$(;+3#*(1!'(++)$*,!+<(+!R#615!O)!)13;3+)5-!O6+!*#+!(O#6+!(*&!'($+3;61($!+<)%),!#$!Q#;(O61($&!($)(,7!!
PKPKOKO!T.%/2*./!0@!I0;-+.,'1:A!<&&2*%&:A!%#7!V+2.#&:!DI<VG!0J(%3*))!')$9#$%(*;),!R)$)!(*(1&,)5!(;;#$53*@!+#!+<)!Z8"!,)+!#9!%)(,6$),-! 37)7-!
&0;-+.,'1:-! %&&2*%&:-! (*5! @+2.#&:7! M<)! 5),;$3'+3#*! 3,! (5('+)5! 9$#%! 0113,! 2BWWI-!BWWS4-! CN)<(*! 2BWWI4-! (*5! "#,+)$-! M#*N&*! b! o3@@1),R#$+<K! 2BWWW47! "$#%! +<)!1(++)$-!+<)!<L52#'1!28*(1&,3,!#9!C'));<4!9#$!+<)!,)@%)*+(+3#*!#9!#$(1!5(+(!R(,!6,)5-!5)93*)5! (,! (! ,3*@1)! ,')(N)$y,! 6++)$(*;)! ;#*,3,+3*@! #9! %#! '#7.-.#7.#1! &+%2/.A! 0*!






Z*%;;%1'&%+!&0;-+.,'1:!2(5('+)5!9$#%!0113,-!BWWS-!'7!ASH4!3,!6*5)$,+##5!3*!+)$%,!#9! (%#6*+! #9! ,6O#$53*(+3#*! 2%)(*! *6%O)$! #9! ;1(6,),! ')$! 8CG6*3+4n! 8.,'&%+!
&0;-+.,'1:!R(,!%)(,6$)5!O&!_63$(65y,!3*5)J!#9!1)J3;(1!$3;<*),,!#$!+&')G+#N)*!$(+3#!2+<)!*6%O)$!#9!R#$5!+&'),!3*!(!+)J+!53Q35)5!O&!+<)!+#+(1!*6%O)$!#9!R#$5,47!









V+2.#&:!!"#11#R3*@! 0113,! 2BWWS-! '7! ASB4-! 916)*;&! R(,! O$#N)*! 5#R*! 3*+#! +R#! N3*5,! #9!%)(,6$),^! +<#,)! +<(+! )J(%3*)5! +<)! +)%'#$(1! (,');+,! #9! 916)*;&! 2)7@7! *6%O)$! #9!,&11(O1),! ')$! %3*6+)4! (*5! +<#,)! +<(+! )J(%3*)5! $)'(3$! '<)*#%)*(! 29(1,)! ,+($+,-!$)')+3+3#*,-!(*5!$)9#$%61(+3#*,47!
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8,!,)+!#6+!3*!+<)!3*+$#56;+3#*!+#!+<3,!+<),3,-!%)+(13*@63,+3;!(R($)*),,!R(,!)J'1#$)5!(,! (*! (35! +#! +<)! 5)Q)1#'%)*+! #9! 1)($*)$,c! ,')(N3*@! ,N311,! R3+<3*! (! +(,NGO(,)5!')5(@#@3;(1! 5),3@*! 6,3*@!V&*(%3;!8,,),,%)*+7! M<3,! ;<('+)$! (3%,! +#! (*,R)$! +<)!E6),+3#*,!'#,)5!(+!+<)!#6+,)+!3*!$)1(+3#*!+#!+<)!')5(@#@3;(1!Q(16)!#9!+<)!'$#;)56$)!(*5!+<)!,+65)*+,c!')$;)'+3#*,!!#9!3+7!
A:9!H3.8&*4&!'(!E&+#%.*/0.,+.4!2I#1&*&,,!.*!GC*#6.4!2,,&,,6&*+!
M<)!;#G;#*,+$6;+3#*!#9! +<)! 1)($*)$,c!r#*),!#9!'$#J3%(1!5)Q)1#'%)*+!R(,!(;+6(11&!%)53(+)5! +<$#6@<! +<)! %);<(*3,%,! (*5! 3*+)$(;+3#*,! #6+13*)5! 3*! +<)! V&*(%3;!8,,),,%)*+!;&;1)! 2Z<('+)$!In! ,);+3#*!I7B7>47! K+!R(,! 93$,+!*);),,($&! +#! 35)*+39&! +<)!r#*),! #9! '$#J3%(1! 5)Q)1#'%)*+!R<3;<!R#615! ,)+! 3*!%#+3#*! +<)! '$#;)56$),-! (*5!@)*)$(+)! +<)! 5(+(-! R<3;<! R#615! )*(O1)! +<)! ;#G;$)(+3#*! #9! O#+<! 3*53Q356(1! (*5!;#11);+3Q)!l?V,7!!!
D-;-;&&9:%*+/(H/*2&K%+"$/*23/,+/6&5N"4%*%,,&MA/,':%,&8,!%)*+3#*)5!3*!+<)!M(,N,!,);+3#*!(O#Q)-!+<)!93$,+!3*,+(*;)!#9!%)53(+3#*!+##N!'1(;)!O)+R))*!+<)!+6+#$!(*5!)(;<!3*53Q356(1!,+65)*+!+<$#6@<!$)91);+3Q)!+##1,!3*!+<)!9#$%!#9!(!,)19G+$(*,;$3'+3#*!+(,N!(*5!(!E6),+3#**(3$)7!M<)!,+65)*+,c! +$(*,;$3'+,!#9! +<)3$!#$(1! '$)G+),+! R)$)! +<)*! (*(1&,)5! 9#$! %)+(13*@63,+3;! (R($)*),,! 2.F84! )'3,#5),!2Z<('+)$!In!,);+3#*!I7I7>47!! M(O1)! H! '$#Q35),! (*! #Q)$Q3)R! #9! +<)! %)+(13*@63,+3;! (R($)*),,! )'3,#5),!R<3;<!9#$%)5!+<)!O(,3,!9#$!+<)!,6O,)E6)*+!V8!'$#;)56$),7!M<)!%(3*!#O]);+3Q)!#9!+<3,! (*(1&,3,-! (*5! ;1(,,393;(+3#*-! R(,! +R#9#15^! 2(4! +#! @(3*! (! @)*)$(1! 3*53;(+3#*! #9!R<(+!R)$)! ;#*,35)$)5! +<)! ,+65)*+,c! )%)$@3*@! #''#$+6*3+3),! 9#$! FB! 5)Q)1#'%)*+!(*5! R<3;<! 2O4! R#615! +<)$)9#$)! 3*9#$%! (*5! @635)! +<)! Q($3#6,! '$#;)56$),!(,,#;3(+)5! R3+<! +<)! 3%'1)%)*+(+3#*! #9! V8! (,! ;#*;)3Q)5! (*5! ;($$3)5! #6+! 3*! +<3,!
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Table 5. Classification of Metalinguistic Awareness (MLA) episodes 
 
 Student Teacher S &T 
MORPHOLOGY 
 









   
   SYNTAX 
 
Determiners 31 19 50 
Comparative 6 8 14 
Pronouns 11 4 15 
Noun form  8 6 14 
S-V agr 20 16 36 
Inf/Gerund 8 9 17 
Tense/aspect  73 18 91 
Word class 4 5 9 
Word missing (e.g., Sub drop) 21 34 55 
Word redundant 11 9 20 
Word order 13 3 16 
Connectors 16 4 20 
Negation 6 4 10 


















  DISCOURSE Discourse 17 0 17 
 TOTAL 376 212 588 
Note: numbers represent raw figures. The last column shows the grand totals adding up all  
the episodes, i.e., regardless of who initiated them, identified in the data. 
8,! ;(*! O)! ,))*! 3*! M(O1)! H-! +<)! 1($@),+! Q(16),! #9! .F8! )'3,#5),! #;;6$$)5! 3*! +<)!;(+)@#$3),!#9!,&*+(J!(*5!1)J3,7!X9! +<)!AWH!+#+(1!)$$#$,! 3*!,&*+(J-! +<)$)!R)$)!S>! 3*!+)*,)\(,');+-!HH! 3*!%3,,3*@!R#$5,!#$! ,6O]);+!5$#'!(*5!HW! 3*!5)+)$%3*)$,7! K*! +<)!;(+)@#$&! #9! 1)J3,! +<)$)!R)$)! >HW7! X9! '($+3;61($! 3*+)$),+! 3,! +#! *#+)! +<)! O(1(*;)! #9!$)'(3$!2,+65)*+!Q)$,6,!+)(;<)$G3*3+3(+)54!(,!(*!3*53;(+3#*!#9!,');393;!($)(,!+#!+($@)+!3*! O#+<! 3*53Q356(1! (*5! ;#11);+3Q)! l?V,! 9#$! +<3,! ;#<#$+! #9! ,+65)*+,7! "#$! )J(%'1)-!+)*,)\(,');+!%($N3*@!R(,! +<)!,3*@1)!%#,+!'$#O1)%(+3;!%#$'<#,&*+(;+3;!($)(! 9#$!
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+<)! 1)($*)$,! 3*! +<3,! ,+65&! R<)*! '$#56;3*@! ,'));<7! P#R)Q)$-! R<)*! @3Q)*! +<)!#''#$+6*3+&! +#! $)91);+! #*! +<)3$! ')$9#$%(*;)! (,! (*! #O]);+! #9! ,+65&! 2,))! CR(3*-!BWWW4-!'($+3;3'(*+,!R)$)!<3@<1&!,6;;),,961!3*!35)*+39&3*@!(*5!$)'(3$3*@!+<)3$!)$$#$,!2DI!#6+!#9!S>!)'3,#5),4n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n!3*!'<$(,),-!BB!#6+!#9!IS!3*,+(*;),!R)$)!$)'(3$)5!O&!,+65)*+,7!"3*(11&-!3*!+<)!;(+)@#$3),! #9! %#$'<#1#@&! (*5! 53,;#6$,)! +<)! %(]#$3+&! #9! ,+65)*+,! R)$)! (O1)! +#!35)*+39&!(*5!$)'(3$!+<)3$!#R*!)$$#$,7!!!! M(O1)!T!,<#R,!+<)!')$;)*+(@)!#9!,+65)*+!(*5!+)(;<)$!)'3,#5),7!8,!$)@($5,!,+65)*+!)$$#$,-!+<)!;(+)@#$&!R3+<!+<)!<3@<),+!')$;)*+(@)!3,!,&*+(J!2TT47!!!
Table 6. Percentages of MLA episodes 
 Student Teacher S & T 
MORPHOLOGY  3% 2% 3% 
SYNTAX 66% 73% 69% 
LEXIS 26% 25% 25% 




M<)! +(O1)!#9!')$;)*+(@),!'#3*+,!#6+! +<)!O(1(*;)!O)+R))*!)$$#$,! 35)*+393)5!O&! +<)!,+65)*+,!(*5!O&!+<)!+)(;<)$!(1+<#6@<!3*!+<)!;(+)@#$&!#9!53,;#6$,)!+<)!+)(;<)$!535!*#+!35)*+39&!(*&!)$$#$,7!
QKMKMKM!!H#/1%#&./!0@!/.+@5*.(2+%1'0#!M<3,!,);+3#*!'$),)*+,!,#%)!3*,+(*;),!#9!,)19G$)@61(+3#*!R<3;<!)J)%'139&!+<)!l?V,!35)*+393)57!
C,+,+,+,+!2.#7.EB7<.)$!M<$))! 5399)$3*@! 5)@$)),! #9! $)@61(+3#*-! 37)7-! (O313+&! +#! @(3*! Q#16*+($&! ;#*+$#1! #Q)$!,#;3(1!(*5!%)*+(1!(;+3Q3+&!2F(*+#19!b!M<#$*)-!BWWD-!''7!BWBGBWD4!R)$)!#O,)$Q)5!3*!+<)!5(+(!$)@($53*@!1.#/.S%/-.&1!;%*4'#(^!!! K*! (11! 3*,+(*;),! R<)$)! -*./.#1! -.*@.&1! R(,! $)E63$)5! O6+! <(5! *#+! O))*!'$#56;)5! 3*!,'));<-! +<)!,+65)*+,!R)$)!(O1)! +#!*#+3;)!(*5!,)19G$)'(3$! +<)3$!)$$#$,!R3+<! %3*3%(1! <)1'n! +<(+! 3,-! <(Q3*@! +<)! #''#$+6*3+&! +#! 13,+)*! +#! +<)3$! $);#$5)5!')$9#$%(*;)! (*5! '$#56;)! (! +$(*,;$3'+3#*! #9! 3+! R(,! ,6993;3)*+! +#! %)53(+)! ,)19G;#$$);+3#*-!9#$!)J(%'1)^!
(S17)   My favourite shop is H&M and I *bought a lot ... >  … and I have bought a 
lot… 
Note: In all the examples provided, * denotes errors highlighted by the learner him/herself 
and the symbol > signals the student’s self-repair shown in boldface type; researchers’ 
comments are shown in parenthesis. 
K*! #+<)$! ($)(,! #9! 1.#/.S%/-.&1! ;%*4'#(! +<)! +$(*,;$3'+3#*! +(,N! R(,! 6,)961! +#! (*!)J+)*+-!O6+!*#+!,6993;3)*+!(,!(!%)53(+3#*(1!%);<(*3,%7!8!;(,)!R<3;<!3116,+$(+),!+<3,!'#3*+!3,!+<)!6,)!#9!/';-+.!-*./.#1!R<)*!/';-+.!-%/1!R(,!$)E63$)5-!9#$!)J(%'1)!3*!+<)!;(,)!#9!*($$(+3Q)!)Q)*+,^!
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(S10) So in the first picture appear a big family. In the past I think the family *are 
was very different than now because now we are only four or three peoples 
in the family and before they was (not noticed) twenty or fifteen. There *are 
were more person in the family because they *have had a different culture 
or different necesaries or neededs because they wanted to *have had 
(erroneous repair) a big family. (...) Last year I went to London in December 
I think, and you *can’t couldn’t take photos, you *can’t couldn’t go out, 
you *are were always inside, in a museum, in a restaurant, because If you 
*go went out you *are freeze were freeze (erroneous repair).  M<)! $)'(3$! '(++)$*,! #9! +<3,! 1)($*)$! ,6@@),+! +<(+! ,<)! 3,! (R($)! #9! +<)! ')5(@#@3;(1!$61)2,4! $)1(+3*@! +#! '(,+! +)*,)! 9#$%(+3#*! (*5! 6,)-! O6+! +<)! Q($3(O313+&! )Q35)*+! 3*!$)1(+3#*! +#! (;;6$(;&! ;1)($1&! 5399)$)*+3(+),! +<)! (O313+&! 1)Q)1! #9! +<3,! ,+65)*+! 9$#%!#+<)$,! 3*! +<)! ,(%)! @$#6'7! V399)$)*+! ,#6$;),! #9! Q($3(O313+&! 2?3;(-! BWWHn! U#%(3*)-!BWWHn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
(S8) The first problem that he has was the food because he didn’t like. *Fat a lot…  




9$#%! +<)! +)(;<)$! R<#! #99)$)5! 9))5O(;N! (*5! ;#%%)*+,-! (*5! ;#11);+3Q)1&! +<$#6@<!+(,N,!,6;<!(,!+<)!5&(53;!)$$#$!;#$$);+3#*!)J)$;3,)!(,!#6+13*)5!3*!+<)!V8!'$#;)56$),!(O#Q)7!
C,+,+,+,5!!@.$.%>*#.%7!e,)!#9!7.1.*;'#.*/!R(,!+<)!+<3$5!%#,+!'$#O1)%(+3;!($)(!3*!%#$'<#,&*+(Jn!,3%31($ '(++)$*,!#9! $)@61(+3#*!(,!<3@<13@<+)5!(O#Q)!R)$)!#O,)$Q)5! 3*! +<3,! ($)(7! F)($*)$,!R)$)!@)*)$(11&!,6;;),,961!(+!,)19G;#$$);+3#*!(*5!R)$)!(O1)! +#! +(N)!(5Q(*+(@)!#9!(!%3*3%(1!1)Q)1!#9!%)53(+3#*7 K*!+<)!)J(%'1)!O)1#R!+<)!F>!,))%,!+#!<(Q)!3*916)*;)5!#$(1! '$#56;+3#*7! P#R)Q)$-! 3*;$)(,)5! 1)Q)1,! #9! $)@61(+3#*! ('')($! +#! <(Q)! O))*!(;<3)Q)5! +<$#6@<! +<)! (;+3Q(+3#*! #9! %)+(13*@63,+3;! (R($)*),,! O$#6@<+! (O#6+! O&!1),,)*3*@!+(,NG$)1(+)5!;#@*3+3Q)!5)%(*5,^!
(S6)   I like *the motorbikes. > I like motorbikes. !
C,+,+,+,4!!!-(:F.)$!'%&<!=&!;#*+$(,+-!+<)!O(1(*;)!#9!$)'(3$!%)53(+)5!+<$#6@<!+<)!+$(*,;$3'+3#*!+(,N!,<39+)5!$)@($53*@!/2=_.&1!7*0-!(,!,<#R*!3*!M(O1)!H7!o<31)!+<)$)!R)$)!3*,+(*;),!R<)$)!+<)!+$(*,;$3'+3#*! +(,N! 9(;313+(+)5! )$$#$! *#+3;3*@! (*5! ,)19G$)'(3$! 2)J(%'1)! (4-! +<)!'$)5#%3*(*+!'(++)$*!9#$!+<3,!9)(+6$)!R(,!9#$!+<)!+)(;<)$!+#!'$#Q35)!+<)!;#$$);+3#*!(,!,<#R*!3*!2O4!O)1#R^!
(S19)   I think * is sad > I think it is sad 
(S16)    … and if * is good weather (corrected by the teacher: if it’s good    
      weather) 0$$#$,!#9!,6O]);+!#%3,,3#*!($)!;#%%#*!(%#*@!F>!C'(*3,<!1)($*)$,!#9!0*@13,<n!+<3,!$);6$$3*@! '$#O1)%! ;(*! O)! )J'1(3*)5-! (+! 1)(,+! '($+3(11&-! 3*! +)$%,! #9! 1(*@6(@)!+$(*,9)$-!(,! +<)!C'(*3,<!Q)$O!;#*+(3*,!@$(%%(+3;(1! 3*9#$%(+3#*!$)1(+)5!+#!')$,#*!
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R<3;<! (11#R,! +<)! ,')(N)$! +#! 5$#'! +<)! ,6O]);+-! '($+3;61($1&! '$#*#%3*(1! ,6O]);+,-!R3+<#6+!(99);+3*@!%)(*3*@!2,))!o<3+)-!>SLH!3*!Z<('+)$!>n!,6O,);+3#*!>7>7>47!
C,+,+,+,C!/.G*7!F)J3,G!$)1(+)5!)'3,#5),!(;;#6*+)5!9#$!BH!#9!(11!.F8!)'3,#5),7!x65@3*@!O&!+<)!N3*5!#9! ;$)(+3Q)! ,+$(+)@3),-! )7@7-! (;<3)Q)%)*+-! (''$#J3%(+3#*-! ;3$;6%1#;6+3#*-! R<3;<!1)($*)$,! ('')($)5! +#! <(Q)!5)'1#&)5! +#! (Q#35!O$)(N5#R*! 3*! ;#%%6*3;(+3#*-! 3+! 3,!'$#O(O1)! +<(+! ,#%)! 1)Q)1! #9! %)+(13*@63,+3;! (R($)*),,! R(,! 3*! '1(&! 56$3*@! #$(1!')$9#$%(*;)!(,!+<)!9#11#R3*@!)J(%'1),!,6@@),+^!!
(S20) They work of foot. (Using the Spanish phrase de pie to convey “they       
work on their feet”). 
(S20)  People who work to sat. (sentados to express “people who sit at work”). 
(S16)  I buy it all the days (todos los días instead of “I buy it every day”).  K*! +<)!%(]#$3+&! #9! ;(,),! 2SD! #6+! #9! >HW4! 1)($*)$,!R)$)! (O1)! +#! ,)19G;#$$);+! +<)3$!)$$#$,!(35)5!O&!+<)!+$(*,;$3'+3#*!+(,N7!"#$!+<)!$)%(3*3*@!HI!)'3,#5),-!<#R)Q)$-!+<)!+)(;<)$!<(5!+#!;#$$);+!+<)!)$$#$,7!




(S8) And you can go to Gulliver Park. > Another important place is Gulliver 
Park. X*)!'#,,3O1)!R(&!+#!3*+)$'$)+!+<3,!,<39+!3*!,)*+)*;)!+#'3;!%3@<+!O)!3*!+)$%,!#9!+<)!53,;#6$,)!5#%(3*!+<)!1)($*)$!R(,!+$&3*@!+#!(;;#%%#5(+)!+#7!K*!+<3,!;(,)-!,<)!%(&!<(Q)! 5);35)5! +<(+! (! 9#$%(1! 3*+)$Q3)R! 3*! (*! (;(5)%3;! ,)++3*@! 5)%(*5)5! (! %#$)!3%')$,#*(1-!5);1($(+3Q)!,+&1)7!K*!#+<)$!;(,),!+<)!,6O,+3+6+3#*!%(&!$)91);+!(!9#;6,!#*!+)J+6(1!#$@(*3r(+3#*7! K*!)J(%'1)!2O4-! +<)!$)'(3$!;(*!O)!,))*!(,!(*!(++)%'+!O&! +<)!1)($*)$!+#!)%'<(,3,)!+<)!,)E6)*;)!#9!)Q)*+,-!)7@7-!$)'1(;3*@!01$.*!R3+<!1$.!#.,17!
(S5)  We went to Toledo, Madrid and other days we went to Andalucía  > 
         We went to Toledo, Madrid, and the next days we went to Andalucía. 8+! +3%),-! (*! .F8! )'3,#5)! '#3*+,! +#! 5);3,3#*,! O(,)5! #*! ;$3+)$3(! #9! ,+&13,+3;!(''$#'$3(;&7!"#$! 3*,+(*;)-!R<)*!#*)! 1)($*)$!5$#'')5!+<)!;#*]6*;+3#*!%#7-!R<3;<!<)! <(5! 6,)5! +<$))! +3%),! 3*! +<)! ,(%)! ,)*+)*;)-! (*5! $)'1(;)5! 3+! R3+<! 9611&!3*5)')*5)*+!,)*+)*;),7!!! ! X+<)$! 9)(+6$),! #9! 53,;#6$,)! 3*Q#1Q)5! +<)! (553+3#*! #9! ,+(*;)! #$! (++3+65)!%($N)$,!+#!%(N)!(!;1(3%!%#$)!(,,)$+3Q)!2Z($+)$!b!.;Z($+<&-!BWWT-!'7!BLI4!(,!+<)!)J(%'1)!O)1#R!,6@@),+,^!!
 (S18) Barcelona there is a place in north east coast of Spain and there are beach. 
> Barcelona is a place in north east coast of Spain and obviously there 




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
(S12) I can learn vocabulary about nature, tourism … I should learn more 
vocabulary to express myself correctly. 
(S16) I can speak and people understand me but I need very much vocabulary. 
X+<)$!,+65)*+,!9#;6,)5!#*!+<)!;#@*3+3Q)!(;+3Q3+&!3*Q#1Q)5-!3*;1653*@!,)($;<!3*!+<)3$!%)*+(1!1)J3;#*7!
 (S18)  I learned that I need more vocabulary and more oral practice because … I   
couldn’t find words in English. ?(6,3*@! R(,! ,))*! O&! #*)! ,+65)*+! (,! '$##9! #9! <)$! ,+$6@@1)! R3+<! <)$! 13%3+)5!Q#;(O61($&7!
(S26) I can see that I haven’t a lot of vocabulary because I say “ehhh…”  





(S28) To correct all the bad words I have had to look at the dictionary and in some 
translators. I have learnt some new words and expressions that I could have 
used in my interview. C<)!+<)*!(55)5!+<#,)!*)R!R#$5,!+#!<)$!3%'$#Q)5!Q)$,3#*!3*!<)$!+$(*,;$3'+7!! K*!+<)!($)(!#9!@$(%%($-!%(*&!$)9)$$)5!+#!+<)!%3,+(N),!+<)&!%(5)7!
(S4) I’ve been able to see my mistakes and correct them. 
(S16) The interview was nice and you see the mistakes you make when you’re 
talking. I think the problems that I have are verb forms and I say a lot of times 
“that”. M#! ,#%)-! +<)! 3*+)$Q3)R! (*5! +$(*,;$3'+! +(,N! <(5! +<)! )99);+! #9! 1(&3*@! O($)! +<)3$!5)93;3)*;3),7!8,!#*)!,+65)*+!'6+!3+^!!
(S27) I have to improve very much because there are many mistakes. =&!;#*+$(,+-!#+<)$,!(,,),,)5!+<)!Q(16)!#9!+<)!.F8!(;+3Q3+&!3*!%#$)!'#,3+3Q)!+)$%,-!'#$+$(&3*@!3+!(,!(*!#''#$+6*3+&!+#!5)Q)1#'!+<)3$!13*@63,+3;!,N311,7!
 (S24) I found it a very positive experience and I learnt a lot by correcting my 
mistakes. C+65)*+,!(1,#!;#%%)*+)5!+<)!6,)961*),,!#9!+<),)!+(,N,!3*!+<)!5)Q)1#'%)*+!#9!+<)3$!,')(N3*@!(*5!13,+)*3*@!,N311,7!
(S1) I think the interview is very interesting to see how you speak English, so you 
can correct your mistakes and improve your oral expression. 
(S2) It’s difficult to speak in English when your level is bad, but I hope to improve 
my English in this course (This student actually did improve from A2 to B1). 
 (S18)  I think the interview is good to improve our oral English level and our 
listening. 




QKMKOKO!>./-0#/./!10!1$.!)-'#'0#!L2*B.:!!C+65)*+,c!;#%%)*+,! +#! +<)!#')*!E6),+3#*! 9#11#R3*@! +<)!,);#*5! 3*+)$Q3)R!2:mIW4!R)$)!%(3*1&!%)+(;#@*3+3Q)-! (O#6+! +<)3$!%#+3Q(+3#*-! ')$;)3Q)5! ')$9#$%(*;)-! (*5!(,,),,%)*+! #9! +<)! '$#;)56$)-! O#+<! '#,3+3Q)! (*5!*)@(+3Q)7! 8*J3)+&-! 3*<3O3+3#*! (*5!1#R!,)19G),+))%!3*+)$9)$)5!3*!+<)3$!')$;)3Q)5!')$9#$%(*;)!3*!O#+<!3*+)$Q3)R,!O6+-!#*! +<)! R<#1)-! +<)! ,+65)*+,! )J'$),,)5! +<)3$! ,)*,)! #9! <(Q3*@! 3%'$#Q)5-! (,! 3*! +<)!9#11#R3*@!)J(%'1),7!!
(S18)  today when we had this interview I’ve felt more relaxed and I think that I’ve 
improved my English.  
(S1) I think that I’ve improved because in the last interview I’ve been more 
confident and relaxed than in the first. 
P#R)Q)$-! +<#,)! ,+65)*+,! R<#! ,+($+)5! +<)! ;#6$,)! (+! (! 1#R)$! 1)Q)1! ,))%)5! +#!')$;)3Q)! +<(+! +<)&! <(5! *#+! (;<3)Q)5! (,! %6;<-! ),');3(11&! $)@($53*@! +<)3$! #$(1!)J'$),,3#*7! M<)! ,+65)*+,! R<#,)! ;#%%)*+,! ($)! @3Q)*! O)1#R! $)%(3*)5! (*! 8>!+<$#6@<#6+7!
 (S7) In the first interview I was quiet because I didn’t have enough vocabulary … 
In the second I have spoken more, but I wasn’t able to express myself clearly.  
(S9) My experience in the interviews has been good and bad. I mean, it has been 
good because I have been forced to communicate in English, which I always 
try to avoid, as I am aware that I sound really bad. On the other hand, bad, … 
having so many things to say and not knowing how to express myself is very 
frustrating … I have not improved much, but I think my level has not been at 
the level of the course, especially when speaking. M<)$)! R)$)! 9)R! %)+(13*@63,+3;! ;#%%)*+,7! 8,! )J(%'1),-! +<)! 9#11#R3*@! ,+65)*+!#O,)$Q(+3#*,!R)$)!%(5)!#*!@$(%%($!(*5!Q#;(O61($&7!
 (S5) I think the experience has helped me with my speaking because in the first 
interview I spoke more slowly and I didn’t have much vocabulary or 
expressions to use. But in the second interview I have realised that I’ve used 




(S18) I was more in control and I have used the correct grammar and the correct 
vocabulary. 
(S29) The first interview was very bad because I was very stressed and I had little 
experience with English and I didn’t have vocabulary. I spoke little and very 
badly. The second interview I think was better than the first. Because I had 
more experience and vocabulary. I could discuss with my friends very well. Z#%%)*+,!R)$)!(1,#!%(5)!$)@($53*@! +<)!,+65)*+,c!)J')$3)*;)! 3*! +<)!;#6$,)!(,!(!R<#1)7!
(S30) In this course I have learned to express myself better in English. I’ve also 
improved my pronunciation and my grammar when I speak. 
QKMKOKP!>./-0#/./!10!>.@+.&1'B.!^2./1'0##%'*.!O!M<)!,+65)*+!;#%%)*+,!R)$)!)13;3+)5!(+!+<)!)*5!#9!U)91);+3Q)!Y6),+3#**(3$)!B!2,))!8'')*53J! VI4! +R#! R))N,! (9+)$! ;#%'1)+3#*! #9! +<)! ;#6$,)! Q3(! +<)! e?j! #*13*)!'1(+9#$%7! M<)! 1(,+! E6),+3#*! (,N)5! +<)! ,+65)*+,! +#! '$#Q35)! #*)! #$! %#$)! ,');393;!3+)%,! #9! @$(%%($-! Q#;(O61($&-! )+;7! R<3;<! +<)&! <(5! 6,)5! 3*;#$$);+1&! 3*! +<)! #$(1!+(,N,!(*5!R<3;<!+<)&!+<#6@<+!+<)&!R)$)!;6$$)*+1&!(O1)!+#!6,)!;#$$);+1&!(,!(!$),61+!#9!+<)!V8!;&;1)7!!! C)Q)$(1! )'3,#5),! R)$)! )J;165)5! 9$#%! +<)! 13,+n! +<3,! R(,! 5#*)! 3*! ;(,),! 3*!R<3;<!+<)!!3*,+(*;),!@3Q)*!O&!+<)!,+65)*+!<(5!*#+!O))*!*#+3;)5!(,!(!$),61+!#9!+<)3$!'($+3;3'(+3#*! 3*! +<)!V8! ;&;1)-! O6+! 3*! #*)! #9! +<)! #+<)$! ;#%'#*)*+,! #9! +<)! ;#6$,)7!C#%)!)J(%'1),!($)!,');393;!3+)%,!#9!Q#;(O61($&-!,+(+)%)*+,!$)1(+)5!+#!+<)!1)($*)$c,!O)<(Q3#6$,!(;E63$)5!+<$#6@<!'($+3;3'(+3#*!3*!+<)!V8!;&;1)!2,6;<!(,!<(Q3*@!O);#%)!%#$)! '($+3;3'(+3Q)4! #$! ,+$(+)@3),! 9#$! 3%'$#Q)5! ')$9#$%(*;)! 2,6;<! (,! '1(**3*@!R<(+!#*)!3,!@#3*@!+#!,(&47!M<),)!1(++)$!;(,),!R)$)!*#+!3*;165)5-!(,!+<)&!9#;6,)5!#*!3*,+(*;),!#9!%)+(;#@*3+3Q)-!$(+<)$!+<(*!%)+(13*@63,+3;!(R($)*),,7!!! 8*(1&,3,!#9!,+$3;+1&!.F8!;#%%)*+,!R(,!O(,)5!#*! +<)!;1(,,393;(+3#*!#9!.F8!)'3,#5),! 3*! M(O1)! H! (O#Q)! (*5! &3)15)5! +<)! 9#11#R3*@! ;(+)@#$3),^! (*%;;%*A! +.,'/A!
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7'/&02*/.-! (*5!-*0#2#&'%1'0#7!M<)! 9#11#R3*@!,6OG;(+)@#$3),!)%)$@)5! 9#$!(*%;;%*!+<$#6@<! ,6O,)E6)*+! ;#53*@N! 7.1.*;'#.*/A! -*0#02#/A! #02#/A! B.*=/A! %7B.*=/A!
-*.-0/'1'0#/-! (*5! &0##.&10*/7! 8! 9611! 13,+! #9! +<)! .F8! ;#%%)*+,! @)*)$(+)5! O&! +<)!,+65)*+,! 3,! '$#Q35)5! 3*! 8'')*53J! "7! C))! (1,#! +<)! *6%O)$! #9! 3*,+(*;),! 9#$! )(;<!;(+)@#$&!3*!M(O1)!D!O)1#R7!
Table 7. Instances of MLA  
MORPHOLOGY Inflection 2 










LEXIS Lexis 5 
DISCOURSE Discourse 3 
PRONUNCIATION Pronunciation 1 !8,! +<)! +(O1)! ,<#R,-! +<)! %(]#$3+&! #9! ,+65)*+! ;#%%)*+,! $)91);+)5! (R($)*),,! #9!,&*+(J-! R<3;<! 3*! +<)! 93$,+! ,)+! #9! $),'#*,),! R(,! <($51&! *#+)57! 8O#Q)! (11-! +<)!;#%%)*+,! R)$)! $)1(+)5! +#! Q)$O,-! 9#11#R)5! O&! ;#%%)*+,! #*! '$#*#6*,-! (5Q)$O,-!'$)'#,3+3#*,-! ;#**);+#$,! (*5! #+<)$! )1)%)*+,! #9! ,&*+(J7! M<)! ,+65)*+,! <(5! O))*!(,N)5!+<)!9#11#R3*@^!!`_3Q)!(!,');393;!3+)%!#9!@$(%%($-!Q#;(O61($&-!)+;7!R<3;<!&#6!6,)5! 3*;#$$);+1&! 3*! +<)! #$(1! +(,N,! (*5! R<3;<! &#6! +<3*N! &#6! *#R! 6,)! ;#$$);+1&7a!C)Q)$(1!3116,+$(+3Q)!$),'#*,),!9#;6,3*@!!#*!@$(%%($!($)!@3Q)*!O)1#R^!
9.1.*;'#.*/!
(S21) Using the (erroneously) in front of people. 
F*0#02#/!





(S15) I have also learnt that “children” is a plural form and that there is no need to 
add a final -s. 
I0;-%*%1'B.!!
(S4) I say “quicklier” (erroneous correction) instead of “more quickly”.!
[.*=/!
(S9) I now add –s to the third person singular in the present: ‘he speaks”. 
(S4) I say “for moving” instead of “to move”. 
(S13) I now think about the verb tense before speaking, so I don’t mix up present, 
past and future. 
(S8)   I’ve tried to improve the use of tenses and to use past forms more. 
(S26)  Using the past form of verbs, because when we did the interviews I used 
present instead of past forms. 
<7B.*=/!
(S15) I’ve corrected the use of “very”. 
F*.-0/'1'0#/!
(S10) using the preposition “to” in the wrong place. 
(S25) I often make mistakes in the use of prepositions (at, on, to, for…), which I 
either use badly or do not use at all. 
I0##.&10*/!
(S11) I try to use different connectors in my sentences, such as: but, also, because, 
for, then, moreover, etc. 
 K*!;#*+$(,+! +#! +<)!#+<)$! +R#!,)+,!#9!$),'#*,),-!,+65)*+,!;#%%)*+,!R)$)!53$);+)5!1),,! +#!Q#;(O61($&7!C#%)!#9! +<#,)!;#%%)*+,!R)$)!%#$)!)J'13;3+! +<(*!#+<)$,7!X*)!,+65)*+! ,3%'1&!<3*+)5! (+! +<)! 9(;+! +<(+! ,<)!*#! 1#*@)$! ;#*96,)5! +<)!R#$5,! `+$(Q)1a!(*5!`+$3'a!2C>W4n!(*#+<)$-!<#R)Q)$-!)J'13;3+1&!,(35!+<(+!`K*!#*)!#9!+<)!3*+)$Q3)R,!K!,(35!|53,;#+<)E6)c!3*,+)(5!#9!|53,;#ca!2CBT47!
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K+! 3,! 3*+)$),+3*@! +#! *#+)-! +##-! <#R! ,#%)! ,+65)*+,! O);(%)! (R($)! #9! 53,;#6$,)!9)(+6$),^!`2O)9#$)4!K!535*c+!'(6,)!(,!K!,'#N)!(*5!K!13*N)5!%&!,)*+)*;),!R3+<!|(*5ca!2CT4n!#$!`K!+$&!+#!6,)!'<$(,),!+#!@)+!%&!'($+*)$,!+#!,')(N!(*5!K!+$&!+#!3*;165)!+<)%!3*!+<)!;#*Q)$,(+3#*n!K!+$&!+#!'1(*!R<(+!Kc%!@#3*@!+#!,(&a!2CA47&! M#!;#*;165)!+<3,!(*(1&,3,!#9!.F8!)'3,#5),-!3+!3,!(1,#!R#$+<!*#+3*@!+<(+!+<)$)!R(,!#*)!;#%%)*+!#*!<(Q3*@!3%'$#Q)5!'$#*6*;3(+3#*7!!! K*! ;1#,)! )J(%3*(+3#*-! ,#%)! #9! +<)! ;#%%)*+,! $)Q)(1! +<(+! (! *6%O)$! #9! +<)!,+65)*+,!<(5! 3*;6$$)5! 3*!)$$#*)#6,!#$!6*,6O,+(*+3(+)5!(,,)$+3#*,! 3*!$)'1&! +#! +<)!.F8! E6),+3#*7! "#$! )J(%'1)-! R<)*! #*)! ,+65)*+! (993$%)5! <(Q3*@! 1)($*+! +<(+! +<)!;#$$);+!;#%'($(+3Q)!9#$%!#9!`E63;Na!3,!`E63;N13)$an!(*#+<)$-!+<(+!`;#6*+$&a!3,!*#+!(!;#$$);+! +$(*,1(+3#*!#9! +<)!C'(*3,<!R#$5!&%;-0K!C#%)!)J(%'1),!535!*#+!'$#Q35)!(!;1)($! ;#*+)J+! +<(+! R#615! (11#R! 6,! +#! 3*9)$! +<)! *(+6$)! #9! +<)! )$$#$-! 9#$! )J(%'1)-!`6,3*@!|+<)c!3*!9$#*+!#9!')#'1)a-!#$!`KcQ)!;#$$);+)5!+<)!6,)!#9!|Q)$&ca7!!Z1)($1&-!,(&3*@!+<(+!#*)!<(,!;#$$);+)5!+<)!6,)!#9! |+<)c! 3*!9$#*+!#9! |')#'1)c!5#),!*#+!'$#Q)!+<(+!+<)!($+3;1)! R(,! R$#*@1&! 6,)5-! 6*1),,! 3+! R(,! ,');393;(11&! ,+(+)5! +<(+! `+<)a! R(,!)$$#*)#6,1&! 6,)5! 9#$! @)*)$(1! $)9)$)*;)-! (,! 3*! `}+<)! ')#'1)! *))5! +#! O)! 1#Q)5a7!M<)$)9#$)-! 3*!;(,),! 13N)! +<3,!#*)-! 3+!R(,!*#+!%(5)!;1)($!R<)+<)$! +<)!,+65)*+!*#R!9611&! 6*5)$,+(*5! +<)! 5399)$)*+! 6,),! #9! ($+3;1),! 23*! +<3,! )J(%'1)-! |+<)c! (*5! r)$#!($+3;1)4!7!!!




;#%%)*+,! 3*! +<)! 9#$%! #9! ')5(@#@3;(1! @$(%%($! $61),7! 811! ,6;<! ;#%%)*+,! R)$)!(1$)(5&!;1(,,393)5!(*5!E6(*+393)5!3*!M(O1)!H!(O#Q)7!! Z#%%)*+,! +<(+! R)$)! %(5)! O&! +<)! +)(;<)$! 9#11#R3*@! 2*#+! 3*,35)4! )(;<!,+65)*+c,!+$(*,;$3'+!(*5!U)91);+3Q)!Y6),+3#**(3$)!>!9#;6,)5!#*!O#+<!13*@63,+3;!(*5!%)+(13*@63,+3;! (,');+,! #9! +<)! ,+65)*+,c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`K! +<3*N! &#6!R)$)! 9))13*@! (! O3+!3*,);6$)!(*5!+<(+! 3,!R<&!&#6!535!*#+!,')(N!(,!%6;<!(,!&#6!;#6157!d!&#6!<(Q)!+#!%(N)! 6'! &#6$! %3*5! +#! O)! (! O3+! %#$)! y'$#(;+3Q)y-! +#! +(N)! %#$)! $3,N,n! ]6,+! ,(&!(*&+<3*@!+<(+!;#%),!+#!%3*5-!)Q)*!39!&#6!9))1!3+y,!*#+!@$(%%(+3;(11&!;#$$);+7a!!
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3*+)@$(+3#*!#9!5399)$)*+!%#%)*+,!#9!53,;#Q)$&!3*!R<3;<!+<)!,+65)*+,-!@635)5!O&!+<)!+)(;<)$-! O)@(*! +#! 6*5)$,+(*5! +<)! ;#%'1)J3+3),-! +<)! ;<(11)*@),! (*5! (1,#! +<)!(5Q(*+(@),!3*Q#1Q)5!3*!,')(N3*@!(!9#$)3@*!1(*@6(@)7!!
A:>!!H((&4+!'(!GC*#6.4!2,,&,,6&*+!'*!'1#%!?&1('16#*4&!K*! #$5)$! +#! )J(%3*)! R<)+<)$! #$! *#+! +<)! '($+3;3'(*+,! <(5! 3%'$#Q)5! +<)3$! #$(1!')$9#$%(*;)! (9+)$! <(Q3*@! '($+3;3'(+)5! 3*! +<)! V8! ;&;1)-! +<)! *#*G'($(%)+$3;!o31;#J#*! ,3@*)5G$(*N,! +),+! 2m!W7>4!R(,!6,)5! +#! ;#%'($)! +<)! $),61+,! #9! +<)!#$(1!'$)G!(*5!'#,+G+),+,!9#$!O#+<!,)+,!#9!%)(,6$),-!Z0"U!(*5!Z8"!2,))!,);+3#*!I7I7B! 3*!+<)!'$)Q3#6,!;<('+)$47!!
D-@-;&)'88'*&M34'A%"*&Q4"8%N'4F&X)MQ7Y&8%",34%,&M(O1)! L! '$),)*+,! +<)! $),61+,! 9#$! +<)! Z0"U!%)(,6$),-!R<3;<! ,<#R! +<(+! +<)$)!R(,!3%'$#Q)%)*+! 9#$! +<)! @$#6'! (;$#,,! +<)! 93Q)! Q($3(O1),7! "6$+<)$%#$)-! +<)! @1#O(1!,;#$),! O)+R))*! '$)G! (*5! '#,+G+),+,! R)$)! ,3@*393;(*+1&! 5399)$)*+-! ;#*93$%3*@! (*!#Q)$(11!3%'$#Q)%)*+!3*!+<)!'($+3;3'(*+,c!#$(1!')$9#$%(*;)7!
!"#$%&E-!C+(+3,+3;,!9#$!#$(1!')$9#$%(*;)!O(,)5!#*!Z0"U!Q($3(O1),!
! 7"*2%& 56634"6H& Q$3%*6H& 9*+%4"6+/'*& )'=%4%*6%& V$'#"$&
?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+!
8%"*& B7>B! B7SA! B7WW! B7II! B7>L! B7DS! B7BD! B7LB! B7BD! B7T>! B7WS! B7DW!
<L& B7WT! >7D>! >7LA! >7DI! >7SI! >7ST! B7WD! >7LT! B7WL! >7SW! >7SS! >7DA!
! A&."$3%& W7WW}! W7>B! W7W>}! W7WW}! W7>L! W7WW}!}!,3@*393;(*+!(+!+<)!7W>!1)Q)1!
.#$)! ,');393;(11&-! +<)! $),61+,! ,<#R! ,3@*393;(*+! 3%'$#Q)%)*+! 3*! +<)! 9#11#R3*@!;(+)@#$3),^! $(*@)-! 916)*;&! (*5! 3*+)$(;+3#*-! O6+! *#+! 3*! $)1(+3#*! +#! ;#<)$)*;)! #$!
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(;;6$(;&-! +<)! 1(++)$! ;(+)@#$&! O)3*@! '($+3;61($1&! $)1)Q(*+! 3*! $)1(+3#*! +#!%)+(13*@63,+3;!(R($)*),,7!!
&







Q$3%*6H&! )A%45<& !!7& M(4%%)& Z'4:,K/*&
?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+! ?$)! ?#,+!
! 8%"*& >7T>! >7TT! W7AD! W7AT! W7AH! W7HW! W7LB! W7LT!
<L& W7AW! W7IL! W7WS! W7WD! W7IB! W7>D! W7IT! W7II!




o)! ;#*;165)! +<3,! ,);+3#*!R3+<! (! 53,;6,,3#*! #9! ,#%)!%3,%(+;<),! (''($)*+! 3*! +<)!5(+(7! K*! #6$! Q3)R-! +<),)!%6,+! O)! ;#*,35)$)5! +#! @(3*! (! O$#(5)$! 6*5)$,+(*53*@! #9!5)Q)1#'%)*+!,3*;)!+<3,!%3@<+!*#+!*);),,($31&!O)!9611&-!#$!)Q)*!(;;6$(+)1&-!$)91);+)5!3*!`#O]);+3Q)a!$),61+,!#9!(,,),,%)*+n!3*!+<3,!;(,)-!+<)!#$(1!'$)G!(*5!'#,+[+),+,7!
D-@-?&&K/,8"+6=%,S&,"8%&*38#%4,`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`(*(1&,3,!+<(+!$)+6$*,!+#!+<)!,#6$;)!(*5!$);#*,+$6;+,!(11!+<)!'#3*+,! 3*!+<)!5)Q)1#'%)*+!#9!(!@3Q)*!,+$6;+6$)a!2j&@#+,N&-!>SDL-!'7!TH4-!$)Q)(1)5!3*,+(*;),! #9! 5)Q)1#'%)*+! 6*5)$,+##5! (,! +<)! (O313+&! +#! (''$#'$3(+)! (*5! $)G,<(')!+<)! FB! %)(*3*@G%(N3*@! +##1,! (*5-! O&! 5#3*@! ,#-! )*<(*;3*@! #*)c,! 13*@63,+3;!$)')$+#3$)!2,))!F(*+#19-!BWWH-!'7!IAS47!0J(%'1),!#9!+<3,!R)$)!9#6*5!(+!(11!1)Q)1,-!O6+!'($+3;61($1&!R3+<!$)@($5!+#!%#$'<#,&*+(J!(*5!1)J3,^!! M)*,)!%($N3*@!R(,!(!'$#O1)%(+3;! ($)(! 9#$! ,#%)!'($+3;3'(*+,!R<#-!<(Q3*@!;#*,3,+)*+1&!6,)5!,3%'1)!'$),)*+!R<)*!,3%'1)!'(,+!R(,!$)E63$)5!3*!+<)3$!'$)G+),+-!%(*(@)5!+#!,6;;),,9611&!#Q)$;#%)!+<)!+$)*5!3*!+<)3$!'#,+G+),+!(,!3116,+$(+)5!O)1#R^!
I%/.!M!2CL4!2'$)G+),+4!!
…in the past people *have a lot of childrens…  
…(children) didn't have anything but they *are happy… 





…we lived together two years… 
…she studied the same like me  
…we went together (to) a lot of parties… 
V)Q)1#'%)*+! (+! 1)J3;(1! 1)Q)1! ;(*! O)! )J)%'1393)5! 3*! +<)! 9#11#R3*@! 3*,+(*;)!R<)$)!'$#56;3*@! 1(*@6(@)! 1)5! +<3,! ,+65)*+! +#! +),+! <&'#+<),),! 2,))! CR(3*-! >SSH4! 3*!$)1(+3#*!+#!+<)!6,)!#9!(993J(+3#*^!
I%/.!O!2CL4!K*! +<)! '$)G+),+-! +<)! ,+65)*+! 3*! E6),+3#*! +$3)5! +#! $)'(3$! +<)!R#$5! 3*! $)(1! +3%)! O&!+$&3*@!#6+!Q($3#6,!(1+)$*(+3Q),^!
 …now people travel more but in the past that was (.) *impensable (.) *inthinking? 
(.) *unthinking? M<)!$)@61(+#$&!(99#$5(*;),!'$#Q35)5!O&!+<)!,6O,)E6)*+!+$(*,;$3'+3#*!+(,N!@(Q)!<)$!+<)!#''#$+6*3+&-! +3%)-!(*5!'$#O(O1&!$),#6$;),-!)7@7-!(!53;+3#*($&-! +#!$)91);+!#*! +<)!;<#3;),-!R<3;<!1)5!+#!(!,6;;),,961!,)19G;#$$);+3#*!3*!+<)!R$3++)*!%#5)7!K%'#$+(*+1&-!,<)!R(,! (O1)! +#! +<)*! 6,)! +<)! +($@)+13N)! 9#$%! ,6;;),,9611&! +R3;)! 3*! <)$! '#,+G+),+-!+<6,! 5)%#*,+$(+3*@! <)$! (O313+&! +#! +$(*,9)$! +<)! %)53(+)5! ')$9#$%(*;)-! 37)7-!5)%#*,+$(+3*@!,)19G$)@61(+3#*!2,))!F(*+#19!b!?#)<*)$-!BW>>n!?#)<*)$!BWWD-!BWWL-!BWWS4^!
I like to live in a house with my pets and in a flat that is unthinkable… 
Travelling by globo (hot-air balloon) - unthinkable! K*!+<)!Q35)#G$);#$5)5!')$9#$%(*;)!#9!<)$!'#,+G+),+!3+!3,!'#,,3O1)!+#!(''$);3(+)!+<)!9(;+! +<(+!<)$! 9(;)! 13+)$(11&!O$3@<+)*)5!6'!R<)*!,<)!'$#56;)5!+<)!;#$$);+! 9#$%!9#$!+<)! 93$,+! +3%)7! M<3,! ,6@@),+,! +<(+! ,<)! <(5! 9)1+! '$#65! #9! <)$! (;<3)Q)%)*+! (*5-!;$6;3(11&-! +<(+! +<)! ')5(@#@3;(1! '$#;)56$)! <(5! )*<(*;)5! <)$! %)+(13*@63,+3;!
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I laugh a lot with him (.) his (.) him 
He was, he was studied, no he studied tourism and he talk at me in English… K*! <)$! '#,+G+$)(+%)*+! $)91);+3Q)! E6),+3#**(3$)! ,<)!%)*+3#*)5! +<(+! <)$! FB! (O313+&!<(5! 3%'$#Q)5^! `K! <(Q)! ;#$$);+)5! +<)! 6,)! #9! +<)! (5Q)$O! |Q)$&c! (*5! (11! |')$,#*(1!'$#*#6*,c7! K! <(Q)! (1,#! 1)($*+! +<(+! |;<315$)*c! 3,! (! '16$(1! 9#$%!(*5! +<(+! +<)$)! 3,! *#!*))5!+#!(55!(!93*(1![,7a!P#R)Q)$-!3*!+<)!#$(1!'#,+G+),+!,<)!,(35^!!
…the families have very childrens… 
=),35),!+<)!3,,6)!#9!')$;)'+3#*!(*5!(;+6(1!')$9#$%(*;)-!)J(%'1),!,6;<!(,!+<3,!(1,#!O$3*@! 3*+#! +<)! ,'#+13@<+! +<)! %6;<! 5)O(+)5! %(++)$! #9! <#R! 6,)961! %)+(13*@63,+3;!3*,+$6;+3#*-!(*5!O&!)J+)*,3#*-!(R($)*),,-!3*!+<)!FB!;#*+)J+!3,!20113,-!BWWTn!.(;($#!b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n! +<)! #Q)$(11! 93*53*@,! 3*! +<3,! ;(,)!,+65&!,<#R)5!3%'$#Q)%)*+!3*!#6$!'($+3;3'(*+,c!#$(1!')$9#$%(*;)7!o<31)!+<)!*#*G)J')$3%)*+(1! *(+6$)! #9! #6$! $),)($;<! 5),3@*! 13%3+,! +<)! ,;#')! 9#$! (*&! ;1(3%,!$)@($53*@! ;(6,)! (*5! )99);+! (,,6%'+3#*! (*5-! O&! 5)93*3+3#*-! 5#),! *#+! 3,#1(+)!Q($3(O1),-! #6$! 93*53*@,! ;(*! *#*)+<)1),,! O)! $)(5! 3*! +<)! ;#*+)J+! #9! )J')$3%)*+(1!,+653),!,6;<!(,!o<3+)!(*5!U(*+(! 2BWWB4-!R<)$)! 3+! 3,! $)'#$+)5! +<(+!%)+(13*@63,+3;!3*,+$6;+3#*!<(5!(*!3%'(;+!#*!#$(1!')$9#$%(*;)!2,))!(1,#!C)$$(*#-!BW>>47!M<)!*)J+!
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 RANGE ACCURACY FLUENCY INTERACTION COHERENCE 
C2 
Shows great flexibility 
reformulating ideas in 
differing linguistic forms 
to convey finer shades of 
meaning precisely, to give 
emphasis, to differentiate 
and to eliminate ambiguity. 
Also has a good command 
of idiomatic expressions 
and colloquialisms. 
Maintains consistent 
grammatical control of 
complex language, even 
while attention is 
otherwise engaged (e.g. 










any difficulty so 
smoothly that the 
interlocutor is hardly 
aware of it. 
Can interact with ease 
and skill, picking up and 
using non-verbal and 
intonational cues 
apparently effortlessly. 
Can interweave his/her 
contribution into the 
joint discourse with fully 
natural turntaking, 
referencing, allusion 
making etc.  
Can create coherent 
and cohesive 
discourse making 
full and appropriate 
use of a variety of 
organisational 
patterns and a wide 
range of connectors 
and other cohesive 
devices. 
C1 
Has a good command of a 
broad range of language 
allowing him/her to select 
a formulation to express 
him/ herself clearly in an 
appropriate style on a wide 
range of general, 
academic, professional or 
leisure topics without 
having to restrict what 
he/she wants to say. 
Consistently maintains a 
high degree of 
grammatical accuracy; 
errors are rare, difficult 
to spot and generally 






Only a conceptually 
difficult subject can 
hinder a natural, 
smooth flow of 
language.  
Can select a suitable 
phrase from a readily 
available range of 
discourse functions to 
preface his remarks in 
order to get or to keep 
the floor and to relate 
his/her own 
contributions skilfully to 
those of other speakers. 










Has a sufficient range of 
language to be able to give 
clear descriptions, express 
viewpoints on most 
general topics, without 
much conspicuous 
searching for words, using 
some complex sentence 
forms to do so. 
Shows a relatively high 
degree of grammatical 
control. Does not make 
errors which cause 
misunderstanding, and 
can correct most of 
his/her mistakes. 
Can produce stretches 
of language with a 
fairly even tempo; 
although he/she can be 
hesitant as he or she 
searches for patterns 
and expressions, there 
are few noticeably 
long pauses. 
Can initiate discourse, 
take his/her turn when 
appropriate and end 
conversation when he / 
she needs to, though he 
/she may not always do 
this elegantly.  Can help 
the discussion along on 
familiar ground 
confirming comprehen-
sion, inviting others in, 
etc.  
Can use a limited 
number of cohesive 
devices to link 
his/her utterances 
into clear, coherent 
discourse, though 
there may be some 
"jumpiness" in a 
long contribution. 
B1 
Has enough language to 
get by, with sufficient 
vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some 
hesitation and circum-
locutions on topics such as 
family, hobbies and 
interests, work, travel, and 
current events. 
Uses reasonably 
accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used "routines" 
and patterns associated 
with more predictable 
situations. 
Can keep going 
comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for 
grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is 
very evident, especially 
in longer stretches of 
free production.  
Can initiate, maintain and 
close simple face-to-face 
conversation on topics 
that are familiar or of 
personal interest. Can 
repeat back part of what 
someone has said to 
confirm mutual 
understanding. 
Can link a series of 
shorter, discrete 
simple elements into 
a connected, linear 
sequence of points. 
A2 
Uses basic sentence 
patterns with memorised 
phrases, groups of a few 
words and formulae in 
order to communicate 
limited information in 
simple everyday situations. 
Uses some simple 
structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes 
basic mistakes.  
Can make him/herself 
understood in very 
short utterances, even 
though pauses, false 
starts and 
reformulation are very 
evident. 
Can answer questions and 
respond to simple 
statements. Can indicate 
when he/she is following 
but is rarely able to 
understand enough to 
keep conversation going 
of his/her own accord. 
Can link groups of 
words with simple 
connectors like "and, 
"but" and "because". 
A1 
Has a very basic repertoire 
of words and simple 
phrases related to personal 
details and particular 
concrete situations. 
Shows only limited 
control of a few simple 
grammatical structures 
and sentence patterns in 
a memorised repertoire. 
Can manage very short, 
isolated, mainly pre-
packaged utterances, 
with much pausing to 
search for expressions, 
to articulate less 
familiar words, and to 
repair communication. 
Can ask and answer 
questions about personal 
details. Can interact in a 
simple way but 
communication is totally 
dependent on repetition, 
rephrasing and repair. 
Can link words or 
groups of words 
with very basic 
linear connectors 
like "and" or "then". 
!
Common European Framework oral assessment grid for speaking  











& RANGE& ACCURACY& FLUENCY& INTERACTION& COHERENCE&
)&& ! ! ! ! !
)@& ! ! ! ! !
R&A& Can express him/herself 
clearly and without much 
sign of having to restrict 
what he/she wants to say. 
Shows good 
grammatical control; 
occasional “slips” or 
non-systematic errors 
and minor flaws in 
sentence structure may 
still occur, but they are 
rare and can often be 




fluency and ease of 
expression in even 
longer complex 
stretches of speech. 
Can use 
circumlocution and 
paraphrase to cover 




discussion, exploiting a 
variety of suitable 
language to do so, and 
relating his/her own 
contribution to those of 
other speakers. 
Can use a variety of 
linking words 




R&&      
R@A& Has a sufficient range of 
language to describe 
unpredictable situations, 
explain the main points in 
an idea or problem with 
reasonable precision and 
express thoughts on 
abstract or cultural topics 
such as music and films. 
Communicates with 
reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; 
generally good control 





relative ease. Despite 
some problems with 
formulation resulting 
in pauses and “cul-de-
sacs”, he/she is able 
to keep going 
effectively without 
help.  
Can exploit a basic 
repertoire of strategies 
to keep a conversation 
or discussion going. 
Can give brief 
comments on others’ 
views during 
discussion. Can 





R@&      
5&A& Has sufficient vocabulary 
to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions 
involving familiar 
situations and topics, 
though he/she will 
generally have to 
compromise the message 
and search for words.  
No descriptor available Can adapt rehearsed 
memorised simple 
phrases to particular 
situations with 
sufficient ease to 
handle short routine 
exchanges without 
undue effort, despite 
very noticeable 
hesitation and false 
starts.  
Can initiate, maintain 
and close simple, 
restricted face-to-face 
conversation, asking 
and answering questions 
on topics of interest, 
pastimes and past 
activities. Can interact 
with reasonable ease in 
structured situations, 
given some help, but 
participation in open 
discussion is fairly 
restricted. 
Can use the most 
frequently 
occurring 
connectors to link 
simple sentences in 
order to tell a story 
or describe 
something as a 
simple list of points. 
5&&      
5@&      !!
Common European Framework oral assessment grid for speaking. Supplementary 
criteria grid. Plus levels  
(Council of Europe, 2009, p. 186) !
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Common European Framework Reference Levels: self-assessment grid  













(Shown from least to most complex) 
 
1. Talk to suppliers and contractors about technical specifications, price quotes, 
service options and delivery times for materials, equipment and supplies. For 
example, a civil engineer may speak to a road building contractor about asphalt 
composition and compaction specifications. (1) 
 
2. Discuss ongoing work with co-workers and colleagues. For example, they discuss 
project objectives, priorities, schedules and progress with engineering managers 
and ask for their guidance and approvals. They assign tasks to workers and 
contractors, answer their questions and provide them with direction. (2) 
 
3. Discuss technical and legal matters with co-workers and colleagues. For example, 
a building engineer may discuss design and construction processes with architects, 
mechanical and electrical engineers and technologists at site meetings. A 
structural engineer may speak to colleagues in government departments about 
national, provincial and municipal regulations governing the design and 
construction of bridges and highways. A transportation engineer may speak to 
urban planners about the collection and analysis of traffic data and the 
development of a simulation model to assess transit priority strategies. (3) 
 
4. Present proposals, recommendations, designs and research findings to senior 
management, clients and senior representatives from client organizations. They 
may also negotiate project deadlines and budget amounts. For example, a 
structural engineer may present proposals, designs, schedules and budgets for the 
construction of a length of pipeline. A transportation engineer may present the 
findings from a feasibility study of proposed airport development plans. (3) 
 
5. Facilitate and lead public information sessions on the construction and repair of 
structures and systems related to highway and transportation services, water 
distribution and sanitation. During these sessions, they may present information, 
designs and concepts, facilitate discussions and answer questions from 
participants. For example, a public works engineer may facilitate and lead a 
public information session on a bridge construction project. A municipal engineer 











Part 1   
Task type 
 and format 
An individual long turn for each student. The examiner gives the 
student a task card which asks him/her to talk about a topic (out of a 
choice of two). The card includes points to cover in their talk and 
instructs the student to explain one aspect of the topic. Students 
have one minute to prepare their talk and they are given a pen and 
paper to make notes. The examiner asks the students to talk for one 
to two minutes and stops them after two minutes. 
Focus This part of the test focuses on the student's ability to speak at 
length on a given topic related to his or her own experience (without 
further prompts from the examiner), using appropriate language and 
organising their ideas coherently.  
Functional language: Describing familiar objects/events; narrating 
personal experiences. 
Timing  3 minutes including preparation time 
Part 2  
Task type 
 and format 
Individual long turn for each student. In turns, they are given a pair 
of photographs to talk about. 
Focus Functional language: Comparing, describing, expressing opinions 
on daily life and current issues. 
Timing 2 minutes 
Part 3  
Task type 
 and format 
A discussion between the students. The students are given spoken 
instructions with written and visual stimuli, which are used in a 
decision-making task. 
Focus Sustaining an interaction. 
Functional language: exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying 
opinions, agreeing and/or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, 
evaluating, reaching a decision through negotiation, etc. 












General Impression   
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Rating Form. Eurocentres (North, 1991/1992) / Swiss Project (Schneider & North, 2000)  



































Dealing with questions 
1. Did you understand and answer the questions?  
2. Did you ask to repeat questions you didn’t understand?  
3. Did you give quite long answers to the questions?  
4. When appropriate, did you give reasons for your answers?  
5. Did you support your answers with examples?  
6. Did you express your opinions and ideas clearly?  
Body language and voice  
7. Did you look positive, confident and friendly?  
8. Did you look at your interlocutor directly when speaking?  
9. Did you speak clearly, so the interlocutor could hear you?  
Dealing with problems 
10. When you made a mistake, did you ever try to correct it?  
11. When you couldn’t think of the correct word, did you find other ways of expressing 
the idea in English?  
12. Did you answer completely in English?  
Managing interaction (dialogic task) 
13.  Did you participate actively in the discussion, contributing and exchanging ideas 
       with the other speakers?  
Please write a personal comment about the oral tasks. !
















Please rate the perceived usefulness of the treatment procedure (0 = not at all – 4 = a 
great deal): 
1. Do you think the tasks have improved your understanding of the aspects involved 
in speaking English as a foreign language? 
2. Do you think the tasks have helped you to learn about your strengths as a speaker 
of English? 
3. Do you think the tasks have helped you to learn about your weaknesses as a 
speaker of English? 
4.  Do you think the tasks have helped you to improve your fluency? 
5.  Do you think the tasks have helped you to improve your grammatical accuracy? 
6.  Do you think the tasks have helped you to improve your vocabulary? 
7.  Do you think the tasks have helped you to improve your self-confidence speaking 
English? 
8.  Do you think the tasks have helped you to improve your ability to structure your 
discourse? 






Students were also asked to rate the perceived usefulness of specific tasks (0 = not at 
all – 4 = a great deal): 
10.  The oral interview and viewing the video. 
11.  The transcript and your corrections. 
12.  The teacher’s corrections and comments. 
13.  The error correction task based on examples from your interviews. 
14.  The feedback session we did in class based on your interviews. 
15.  The document entitled ''Improving your speaking - Theory'' that guided the 
feedback session. 




Give a specific item of grammar, vocabulary, etc. which you used incorrectly in the oral 










Speaking is one of the most difficult skills in language learning, especially if you are not in 
an English-speaking country. As a foreign student, you will have to make an extra effort, 
as you cannot learn the language in a natural context. Listening to the radio and watching 
TV and movies, reading and talking to native and non-native speakers will help you to 
increase your vocabulary and fluency. As a general rule, do not be afraid to make mistakes 
and use every opportunity you have to practise your speaking.  
Added to this, understanding the different dimensions of spoken language will also help 
you to self-assess and improve your oral skills. Below you will find a checklist of the 
different levels of language that you need to be aware of when speaking in English and the 
common errors that students at your level tend to make. The list includes aspects of 
grammar, vocabulary, discourse and some hints on ways in which you can improve your 
pronunciation, fluency and the ability to interact with others.  
Note that in this document I will only be referring to speaking. There are some aspects of 
spoken grammar that differ from what you have learnt at school about what is correct, as 
when we speak we do not always have time or do not need to build perfectly formed 
sentences. In your transcripts I have not considered some errors when they do not affect 
oral communication. I have underlined (but not corrected) spelling errors. 
 
GRAMMAR 
Grammar tells us how sentences and utterances (the things we say) are formed. We need to 
learn how to form the words and how to organise them into phrases, sentences, and other 
units of expression. We often make mistakes influenced by the structure of our own 
language. For instance, when we say “I’m agree” instead of “I agree” we are probably 
trying to translate the Spanish verb ‘estar de acuerdo’ into an equivalent form in English. 
But do not be too harsh on yourself if you make mistakes in grammar while speaking. 
Focus on what you want to say, never mind if you do not get a tense or a preposition right. 
People will still understand you, and you can do some grammar revision when you are on 
your own and with some time to spare.   
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In the sections that follow you will find some common errors in grammar and some 
examples to illustrate them. Most are taken from your transcripts. 
 
Parts of speech   (categorías gramaticales) 
 
Nouns 
A frequent source of error is the confusion between countable/uncountable nouns (I left 
the luggages at the front desk → I left the luggage). ‘Luggage’, like ‘furniture’ or ‘milk’ 
are uncountable nouns, and we cannot use them with a/an or in the plural. Concerning 
word order, remember that the noun phrase in English may take several modifiers in front 
or after the noun (“some of the very hard working French students in the class”. Here, 
‘students’ is the noun and the other words add information on it. Premodification, that is, 
placing the modifiers before the noun, is a feature of the noun phrase in English. A 
common error is placing the adjective after the noun (He is a student very hardworking→ a 
very hardworking student).  
Gerunds are words derived from verbs. They end in –ing (playing) and are used as nouns. 
Spanish speakers tend to use the base form (play) instead. In the example that follows, the 
prepositional phrase needs a noun or a noun substitute (the gerund), but the base form has 
been used instead. (Barça was interested in play at home → interested in playing). 
 
Pronouns and determiners 
When using pronouns (words such as he, your, himself) and determiners (a, the, some, my, 
every, two, other) pay attention to agreement or concord (= concordancia), that is, 
agreement with the noun or pronoun with respect to number and person. In the examples 
that follow you need a plural determiner to go with a plural noun (Look at that people 
cooking paella → those people). When using articles, one issue is knowing when to use 
them or when ‘zero article’ applies (We lived in United States for a Year → in the United 
States; He plays bass →the bass).  
 
Verbs  
The English verb system is complex. You need to pay attention to many features: the 
structure of the different tenses, for example, which auxiliary verb is used for a given tense 





forms, the adverbial time phrases, etc. The first thing you have to think about is the time 
you are referring to (present, past or future). In the following example, you cannot use the 
Present Perfect (have done) if the action was finished in the past and is no longer 
connected to the present. You would use a Simple Past form (e.g. If you are talking about 
the school you went to, you cannot say: I’ve been there all my school years → I was there 
all my school years). The adverbial will often help us to define the time frame (I am not 
working at the moment = present).  
 
Another issue is aspect, i.e., if the action is still going on or finished (I spoke on my mobile 
in class and all of a sudden the teacher appeared in front of me → I was speaking on my 
mobile... and my teacher appeared); if it is temporary or permanent (I have been living here 
all my life→ I have lived here all my life).  
Adjectives and adverbs I have already pointed out the problems with word order in the 
noun phrase. Likewise, we need to know where to place adjectives and adverbs in the 
sentence. For instance, you need to learn that frequency adverbs (always, often, etc.) go in 
front of the verb, except for the verb be. (It always is sunny in Valencia→ It is always 
sunny).  
Another source of error is the confusion between adverbs/adjectives (He was a very 
seriously man→ a very serious man). On the topic of adverbs too, remember that 
uncountable nouns (health, milk, etc.) add much; countable add many. (There is too many 
traffic on that road. → too much traffic). A frequent source of error is in the use of 
comparative and superlative structures (That is the cheaper restaurant I have been to → 
the cheapest restaurant).  
Prepositions Some rules apply about when to use them for time, place, etc., but you will 
be better off learning them through use, and that not only includes using them for real 
communication, but also through drills and exercises. Also, if you are in doubt about what 
preposition follows a noun or a verb, or in a time expression, you can look up the word or 
the preposition in a dictionary to find examples of use. For instance, she works in a 
farm/on a farm; She is looking to the sky→ looking at the sky. You can look up the 




Connectors. Whether in speech or writing, we help people to understand our message by 
signalling how one idea leads on from another. The words and phrases which have this 
connecting function are like ‘signposts’ (señales) on a journey. They show different 
relations of meaning, such as cause, reason, result, sequence, condition, etc. Connectors  
(conjunctions such as and, or, although, because and other linking words and expressions 
like in order to, as long as) help create a well-connected discourse. You often need to learn 
the phrase and also the way it fits into the rest of the sentence or paragraph. (In spite of I 
was late, I got a place in the bus → in spite of being late, I got a place) In the example, in 
spite of is followed by a noun/–ing form or a clause (In spite of the fact that I was late). 
Sentence structure 
You need to understand how sentences are built in English, that is, how the different parts 
(e.g. subject, verb, connectors, etc.) are arranged to convey meaning.  
The dominant word order in English is as follows: 
subject verb object complement adjunct 
Nobody stayed.    
She gave a speech.   
Paul is  my brother in law.  
I travelled   for a year. 
 
There are many other possible combinations, depending on whether we use interrogative or 
negative structures, auxiliaries, etc. When we speak, however, we may choose to bring an 
element forward for emphasis (I like Dave but Pat I find rather odd; I find on these 
pictures two different families.); or we may decide to place one of these forms at the end 
(Are they both at university, your brother’s kids?).  
 
Particularly in spoken English, the context may affect how we say things. We have more 
flexibility in the way we use the grammar, but we still need to stick to some general rules, 
especially while we are still in the process of acquiring the language. Some common errors 
related to sentence structure are listed below: 
 
Omission of the subject. In Spanish we may go without one, but we do need a subject to 






Subject-verb agreement. We have looked at the concept of agreement in the noun phrase. 
The point to be made here is that singular subjects need singular verbs; plural subjects need 
plural verbs. (She come every day to help me with the household chores → She comes 
everyday). In the singular, regular verbs take an –s ending in the 3rd person (she comes), 
while all other regular present tense forms have the base form (they come). 
 
Word order. Word order is more rigid in English than it is in Spanish. The basic pattern 
subject-verb-object-complement-adjunct that we saw above is generally followed. You 
also need to be clear about the structure of affirmative, negative and interrogative 
sentences. In the example that follows, the speaker has used the order and structure of an 
interrogative instead of the affirmative (It depends on what do they like → It depends on 
what they like). Other things to bear in mind are adverb and adjective placement, as well 
as many fixed phrases and structures. (I am looking forward to hear from you → I am 
looking forward to hearing). As you know, infinitives are formed with to + the base form 
of the verb (to do, to visit), but this particular phrase takes the gerund (looking forward to 
doing, to visiting).  
 
Passives. Passives are not difficult to learn. Just use the verb be in the appropriate tense 
and add a Past Participle (done). (I was gave the results of the test→ I was given the 
results of the test). Here, the speaker used a Past Simple instead of a Past Participle to 
build the passive structure. Of course, you will be in trouble if you do not know your 
tenses well. But then it is just a question of doing a bit of tense revision. Note too that the 
subject is introduced by by (The trees were planted by local residents).  
 
Relative clauses. Errors with relatives tend to involve the use of the wrong pronoun (who, 
that, which, etc.) (That’s a town who I want to visit soon → a town that/which I want to 
visit); who is for people only. Another frequent error is repeating the pronoun in the 
relative clause (Did you see the car that it broke down in the middle of the road? → the car 
that broke down). Remember, relative pronouns replace subjects, objects or prepositional 
complements of their clauses. 
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Word forms 
Here we look at the morphology, i.e., the internal structure of words. Examples of errors 
using word forms include: 
Using the wrong part of speech; for example, a noun instead of an adjective (people 
living in poverty conditions →in poor conditions). 
 
Aspects of inflection, e.g. omitting 3rd person singular -s (My sister play basketball →my 
sister plays) or the ending of the past/past participle -ed (I have study five years at 
university →I have studied). 
Problems with derivation. In the example that follows, the wrong suffix was chosen to 
build an abstract noun. (You don’t have any privacity →privacy). 




Just as important as learning the grammar is to develop a rich vocabulary. My advice is 
that you read widely in English, preferably something that appeals to you. If you are a 
windsurfing enthusiast, you will surely find lots of website, online magazines and blogs 
where you can read about your favourite sport while you acquire new vocabulary and 
structures. You can learn with movies, online games, books, newspapers... 
 
And, of course, you can also increase your vocabulary by doing exercises and quizzes. 
Look out for sections in English language learning websites on collocations, idioms, 
phrasal and prepositional verbs, as these are all very common in spoken English. Learn 
some of these, as they are a really good way to make yourself sound more natural when 
speaking English. Confusing words are also dealt with in most English learning websites. 








When we do not know how to say something in English we sometimes just come up with 
the wrong form by attempting a transfer from our own language, for example: “en mi 
ciudad natal” (It was a little school in my born city, Castellón →in my home town, 
Castellón). Others, we just “invent” the word. Sometimes this may work as Spanish and 
English share some vocabulary, but it has not worked here: Having a TV in your cafe 
could be rentable when there is live football on TV→could be profitable/worthwhile.  
 
Again, do not be afraid to make mistakes; nobody will make judgements about you. They 
will just think that you are an English learner and will probably be happy to help you by 
suggesting a better form. 
 
Finally, you need to know when to use a formal or an informal register and the 
appropriate style. This will affect your choice of vocabulary too. Try, for instance, to avoid 
very informal language, such as contracted forms like “gotta” “ain’t”, or forms of address 




Discourse refers to how we organise the language beyond the level of the sentence or 
beyond the individual speaking turn to convey meaning (our thoughts, information, 
feelings, etc.) in a specific context. If we are trying to develop an idea, we need to make 
sure that we organise our points and present them in a clear and coherent way so that the 
listeners will be able to follow our train of reasoning. We also construct our discourse in 
collaboration with others, as we do when we are taking part in a conversation. Some 
examples of the way we organise discourse in speaking might be how we open and close 
conversations and how we organise speaking turns (who speaks when). 
Here is a visiting Erasmus student’s start to her interview (the name has been changed). I 
have highlighted the discourse markers that she uses throughout in a very effective way to 
introduce, develop and close her topic. Note how she uses conversation patterns (for 
example, to greet the interviewer) and cohesive devices to show us where she is and what 
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PRODUCTION 
By this I mean the actual performance, the act of speaking. Did you speak loud enough? 
Did you articulate (= vocalizar) your words? Did you use your body language (hands, 
facial gestures, etc.) effectively to reinforce your message?  
One aspect of speaking that you should aim for is fluency. We are fluent when we speak at 
a comfortable pace, without too much pausing. But remember that native speakers also use 
pauses to plan what they will say next, so don’t be afraid to stop briefly or to use fillers 
such as well, OK, and vague expressions like kind of, and all that, or something to help 
move your ideas forward, particularly in conversation. Being fluent has a lot to do with 
being confident and keen to communicate with others. 
If you want to improve fluency and avoid pausing too much, try shadow speaking. This a 
very good exercise that consists in following along somebody speaking on the radio or TV. 
Imitating native speakers will help you assimilate the pronunciation, stress, rhythm and 
intonation patterns of English while increasing your speed in the process. 
Pronunciation and stress patterns 
Getting the pronunciation of a word wrong may lead to misunderstandings. For instance, if 





‘tube’, the listener might not be able to help you, as they would not understand the word. 
To avoid problems like this, learn the phonetic symbols (tube= /tub, tyub/) and always look 
up in the dictionary and practise the pronunciation of new words. Wordreference.com and 
Dictionary.com are good places to do this and you will also be able to hear the words 
pronounced. 
Some common problems (for Spanish speakers) are listed below.  
Note: I have written in red the approximate pronunciation, not the phonetic symbols of the words as 
they would sound in Spanish. 
Pronunciation of individual sounds or groups of sounds.  
• since (‘sains’ → ‘sins’) the vowel is wrongly pronounced as a dipthong.  
• first (‘first’ → ‘ferst’) the  i sound is pronounced as it would be in Spanish. 
• helping (‘jelping’→ ‘helping’) the h sound sounds like a Spanish j. 
•  stays (‘esteis’→ ‘steis’)  /es/ is added in front of words begining with /s/+ consonant. 
• worked (‘work’/’workid’→ ‘workt’) mispronouncing or not pronouncing the past 
endings of verbs. 
Stress patterns 
The stress and intonation patterns of English are different from those of Spanish, which is a 
syllable-timed language (acentuamos las sílabas). This means that each syllable has equal 
importance. English is a stress-timed language. We place strong stress on syllables or 
words that carry the main meaning. Other syllables or words have weak stress. Sometimes 
the error involves pronouncing the individual sounds correctly, but placing the stress on the 
wrong syllable. This can also lead to misunderstandings. For example, the word ‘contest’, 
with the stress falling on the first syllable, is a noun (= competición), while ‘contest’ (= 
refutar) is a verb. Within the clause (= frase) or sentence, the stress falls on whole words. 
Look at this example: 
- How long did you spend at the museum? 
The main words the listener needs to understand are the question words, the verb and the 
noun, the others: auxiliary, pronoun, article and preposition, are pronounced more quickly 





Consider the following: are you generally aware of the people you are talking to? This is 
very important, as speaking is a two-way process that requires the participation of both the 
speaker and the listeners. We communicate successfully when we understand and make 
ourselves understood by the people we are talking to. In order to do this effectively, we 
have to pay attention to our interlocutors, check that they are following, help them develop 
their ideas and, in sum, be generally polite and collaborative. You need to know how to get 
a conversation going, when it is appropriate to keep quiet and let the others speak or when 
and how you can interrupt somebody, ask questions, etc. All that pertains to the “art” of 
communicating effectively and involves the use of a range of language functions such as 
discussing, negotiating, persuading, etc. Learning some fixed phrases for expressing these 
functions will help you express yourself more effectively and accurately. 
 
COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES 
You can employ a range of strategies to make up for any deficiencies, such as not knowing 
a word or a language structure. Circumlocution (using other words when you cannot think 
of the right one) will get you out of many tricky situations. Look at the way one student 
managed to find a way to express what he wanted differently: “I have a nice...nice...OK. I 
think it was a beautiful school for kids.” As I said before, just do not worry if you feel you 
need to pause for a moment, as long as you appear calm and confident. Another feature is 
self-correction. When we are learning a language we do it all the time. That’s fine too: 
“She come... she came to see me after class.” Clarification is another sign that you are 
aware of the listener. If they are not following you, you will notice and then you can use a 
definition or an example to better explain what you meant. Lastly, make sure you use 
feedback strategies, that is, check that the listener is following and making sense of what 
you are trying to convey, and that they can respond appropriately. You can do this by 
keeping eye contact and using questions and tags such as: Don’t you think?; Isn’t it? So 







Una de las principales dificultades a las que se enfrenta un estudiante de inglés es el 
manejo de la expresión oral. No es fácil expresarse con soltura y naturalidad cuando se 
aprende la lengua fuera del país donde se habla. Por esa razón, deberás realizar un esfuerzo 
adicional si quieres alcanzar un buen nivel como hablante de la lengua. Puedes escuchar la 
radio, ver películas, leer o conversar con hablantes nativos o competentes en la lengua. 
Todas estas actividades te ayudarán a enriquecer tu vocabulario y aumentarán tu fluidez y 
confianza al hablar. También es muy importante que asumas los errores como parte del 
aprendizaje, más que un impedimento, y que aproveches cada oportunidad que se te 
presente para practicar. 
Además de practicar, también puedes reflexionar sobre el uso que haces de la lengua y  
sobre los recursos y las estrategias que utilizas al hablar. Podrás comprender mejor el 
fenómeno del habla y esto te permitirá evaluarte como hablante y avanzar más rápidamente 
hacia tus objetivos. He preparado un resumen de los niveles de la lengua a partir del 
examen de vuestras entrevistas. Incluye una breve descripción y algunos ejemplos, así 
como los errores más comunes en el uso del inglés oral. Se incluyen los siguientes niveles: 
la gramática, el vocabulario, el discurso, la pronunciación, la fluidez y la interacción. 
 
Recuerda que este documento solo hace referencia al inglés oral y que hay algunos 
aspectos de la gramática de la lengua hablada que difieren de lo que aprendiste en la 
escuela como correcto. Por ejemplo, cuando hablamos, no siempre tenemos tiempo o 
necesitamos formar oraciones perfectas, con todos sus elementos. En vuestras 
transcripciones veréis que solo he corregido aquellos errores que afectan a la 









La gramática nos indica cómo se forman los enunciados (las cosas que decimos) y las 
oraciones. Para hablar, deberemos aprender cómo se forman las palabras y cómo se 
combinan para formar frases, oraciones y otras expresiones. A menudo cometemos errores 
porque usamos estructuras o palabras traducidas literalmente del español. Por ejemplo, 
decimos ‘I’m agree’ (‘estoy de acuerdo) en lugar de ‘I agree’, incluyendo el verbo ‘estar’, 
innecesario en la expresión española. Pero no seas demasiado exigente con estos pequeños 
fallos. Céntrate en el qué, en el mensaje, y no tanto en si has usado el verbo o la 
preposición adecuada. Seguro que quien te esté escuchando te entenderá y ya tendrás 
tiempo para repasarte la gramática cuando estés más tranquilo y con tiempo para estudiar. 
A continuación incluyo un listado por secciones que incluye errores comunes en el uso de 
la gramática y el vocabulario y algunos ejemplos ilustrativos. Casi todos proceden de 
vuestras transcripciones. 
Categorías gramaticales    
Nombres 
A menudo el error se debe a la confusión entre los sustantivos contable/incontable (I left 
the luggages at the front desk → I left the luggage). ‘Luggage’, como ‘furniture’ o ‘milk’ 
son sustantivos incontables y no podemos usarlos con a/an o en plural. En lo referente al 
orden de las palabras, recuerda que la mayoría de los adjetivos y otros modificadores del 
nombre lo suelen preceder. Podemos encontrar varios elementos (artículos, pronombres, 
adjetivos, etc.) delante de un sustantivo (“some of the very hard working French students 
in the class”. En este ejemplo, ‘students’ es el sustantivo y está modificado por elementos 
que lo preceden y en este caso también detrás, aunque es más frecuente que vayan delante. 
Un error común consiste por tanto en colocar los adjetivos detrás del sustantivo (He is a 
student very hardworking→ a very hardworking student).  
 
Los gerundios son palabras derivadas del verbo. Acaban en –ing (playing) y se usan en 
lugar del nombre. En castellano suele emplearse el infinitivo en estos casos. En el ejemplo 





en  la frase preposicional ya que, como sabes, estas se forman con nombres o sus 
derivados. (Barça was interested in play at home → interested in playing). 
 
Pronombres y determinantes 
Cuando uses los pronombres (palabras como he, your, himself) y determinantes (a, the, 
some, my, every, two, other) fíjate muy bien en la concordancia, es decir, es decir, en la 
equivalencia con el nombre o pronombre con respecto al número y el género. Verás a 
continuación un ejemplo en el que el determinante no coincide en número con el sustantivo 
(Look at that people cooking paella → those people). Una cuestión a tener en cuenta con el 
artículo es el hecho de que a veces este se omite erróneamente. (We lived in United States 
for a Year → in the United States; He plays bass →the bass). Deberás repasar y practicar 
los diferentes usos del artículo. 
 
Verbos 
El sistema verbal en inglés es complejo. Tienes que prestar atención a muchos elementos: a 
la estructura de los diferente tiempos verbales; por ejemplo, qué auxiliar se usa para un 
tiempo verbal concreto, como en el caso del pretérito pluscuamperfecto con 'had' (I was 
not seen that film →I had not seen), la voz pasiva, las formas irregulares de pasado y 
participio (conviene repasar la lista de los verbos irregulares más frecuentes), las 
locuciones temporales (expresiones temporales que se usan con cada tiempo verbal), etc. 
Lo primero que necesitas saber es el tiempo en el que vas a situar la acción (presente, 
pasado o futuro - o la forma condicional o de subjuntivo). En el siguiente ejemplo no 
puedes usar el pretérito perfecto (have done) si la acción acabó en el pasado y no tiene 
conexión con el presente. En un caso así deberás usar una forma de pasado simple (Por 
ejemplo, si estás hablando de la escuela en la que estudiaste, no puedes decir: I’ve been 
there all my school years → I was there all my school years; porque ya no estás allí como 
alumno). El  adverbio o la frase adverbial a menudo nos ayuda a situar el tiempo en el que 
tiene lugar la acción (I am not working at the moment = presente). Otra cuestión a tener en 
cuenta es el aspecto, es decir, si la acción todavía continúa o ha terminado (En el caso que 
te indico a continuación no es posible usar una forma simple, porque la acción está en 
desarrollo: I spoke on my mobile in class and all of a sudden the teacher appeared in front 
of me → I was speaking on my mobile... and my teacher appeared); también el verbo que 
escojas indicará si la acción es temporal o  si es permanente, o al menos duradera (I have 
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been living here all my life→ I have lived here all my life). Deberás unsar una u otra 
forma dependiendo del contexto. Y recuerda que algunos verbos no se usan en la forma 
continua, como aquellos que indican estado (believe, know, understand, own). 
Adjectivos y adverbios Ya he señalado las cuestiones relacionadas con el orden de las 
palabras en la frase o sintagma nominal. De la misma forma, también deberás saber dónde 
colocar los adverbios. Por ejemplo, los adverbios de frecuencia (always, often, etc.) van 
delante del verbo, excepto en el caso del verbo be. (She stays always at the same hotel → 
She  always stays; It always is sunny in Valencia→ It is always sunny). Otra fuente de 
error es la confusión entre adverbis/adjetivos (He was a very seriously man→ a very 
serious man). Sin abandonar el tema de los adverbios, recuerda que con los sustantivos 
incontables (health, milk, etc.) se usa much y con los contables many. (There is too many 
traffic on that road.→ too much traffic). También se confunden las formas de comparativo 
y superlativo (En el caso que indico a continuación se ha usado una forma de comparativo 
para expresar un grado superlativo: That is the cheaper restaurant I have been to → the 
cheapest restaurant).  
Preposiciones Existen ciertas reglas acerca de su uso para indicar tiempo, lugar, etc., pero 
lo más práctico es aprenderlas con el uso, hablando, leyendo y escuchando inglés de forma 
habitual, aunque también puedes aprenderlas a base de hacer ejercicios. Muchos verbos 
rigen una preposición concreta (to count on somebody to do something; to accuse someone 
of doing something, etc). Esto también deberás aprenderlo con la práctica o mediante 
ejercicios. Y no olvides que el diccionario es un recurso muy útil que te resolverá muchas 
dudas, ya que todos ofrecen ejemplos concretos de cómo usarlas en distintas 
combinaciones. Por ejemplo, she works in a farm/on a farm; She is looking to the sky→ 
looking at the sky. Puedes buscar en el diccionario las palabras farm o look y encontrarás 
ejemplos en los que aparecen combinadas con otras.  
 
Conectores. Ya sea oralmente o por escrito, para hacernos entender por los demás 
empleamos 'señales' con el fin de que quien nos lee o nos escucha pueda seguir nuestra 
argumentación y la dirección que lleva nuestro mensaje. Las palabras y frases que usamos 
con esta función son como 'postes' (señales) en el camino. Muestran diferentes relaciones  
lógicas, tales como causa, resultado, condición, finalidad, secuencia, etc. Si usas con 





expresiones como in order to, as long as) tu expresión resultará clara y comprensible a los 
demás. Para utilizarlos correctamente, es importante que conozcas su forma y como 
encajan en el resto de la oración o en el párrafo. (In spite of I was late, I got a place in the 
bus → in spite of being late, I got a place) En este ejemplo, in spite of va seguido de un 
nombre + –ing o de una oración subordinada (In spite of the fact that I was late). 
Estructura oracional 
Es importante que conozcas la estructura de la oración en inglés, es decir, cómo se 
organizan los diferentes elementos (por ejemplo, el sujeto, el verbo, los conectores, etc.) 
para transmitir un significado.  
El orden básico de los elementos en la oración en inglés es el siguiente: 
 
sujeto verbo objeto complemento frase adverbial 
Nobody stayed.    
She gave a speech.   
Paul is  my brother in law.  
I travelled   for a year. 
 
Hay muchas otras combinaciones, dependiendo de si formas una oración interrogativa o 
negativa, si hay auxiliares, de si el objeto directo o el indirecto es un pronombre o un 
nombre, etc. En cualquier caso, cuando hablamos puede que decidamos dar énfasis a un 
elemento de la oración, y en ese caso lo llevaremos al frente o lo dejaremos para el final (I 
like Dave but Pat I find rather odd; I find on these pictures two different families -Are 
they both at university, your brother’s kids?). Cuando hablamos, el contexto puede 
afectar al modo en que colocamos las palabras. Hay más flexibilidad a la hora de usar la 
gramática. No obstante, es importante atenerse a unas reglas básicas, sobre todo si todavía 
nos encontramos en la etapa de hablante no experimentado.  
 
A continuación te indico una serie de errores de los más frecuentes, que también he 




Omisión del sujeto. En español esto no suele ser un problema, porque el verbo contiene 
información gramatical sobre el sujeto ('estamos' indica que nos encotramos ante un sujeto 
plural) pero en inglés sí que nos hace falta, salvo que lo acabemos de citar y el oyente ya 
no necesite esta referencia (Is where I work →That is where I work.) 
 
Concordancia sujeto-verbo. Ya nos hemos fijado en la cuestión de la concordancia en el 
sintagma nominal. Aquí ocurre lo mismo. Un sustantivo plural precisa de un verbo en 
plural, uno singular necesita un verbo también singular. (She come every day to help me 
with the household chores → She comes everyday). En tercera persona de singular, se 
añade el sufijo -s  al presente simple, mientras que el resto de formas se construyen con la 
forma base del verbo (they come). 
 
Orden de las palabras. El orden de los elementos dentro de la oración es más rígido en 
inglés que en español. La estructura básica sujeto-verbo-objeto-complemento-frase 
adverbial que hemos visto anteriormente se suele respetar. Sobre todo, no separes el verbo 
del objeto a menos que sea por énfasis, como he indicado al referirme a la gramática del 
inglés oral. También deberás repasar el orden de los elementos en las oraciones 
interrogativas y negativas. Fíjate en este ejemplo, en el que el hablante debería haber usado 
el estilo indirecto, no la forma interrogativa directa, en la que como sabes, el verbo auxiliar 
va delante del sujeto. Sin embargo aquí no se usaría el auxiliar porque no es una pregunta 
directa: It depends on what do they like → It depends on what they like. Otras cuestiones 
que ya hemos citado son la colocación de adverbios y adjetivos. Y algo que no hemos 
mencionado, la gran cantidad de frases, sustantivos compuestos y estructura peculiares con 
su propia combinación de elementos. Por ejemplo, la expresión "quedo a la espera 
de"/"tengo muchas ganas de" acaba con un verbo en -ing precedido de 'to'. Esta es una 
construcción atípica porque a 'to' normalmente le sigue el verbo en infinitivo, así que hay 
que aprenderla como excepción (I am looking forward to hear from you/to visiting you → 
I am looking forward to hearing/to visiting, etc).  
 
La voz pasiva. En principio, las formas de pasiva no tienen mucha dificultad. Deberás usar 
el verbo be en el tiempo verbal al que te estés refiriendo y añadir el verbo con el contenido 
léxico en participio de pasado (done). (I was gave the results of the test→ I was given the 





de un participio de pasado para formar la oración pasiva. Está claro que es más difícil si no 
dominas los distintos  tiempos verbales. Pero en ese caso, repásate un poco todas las 
formas de presente, pasado, futuro, etc. Por último, recuerda que el agente -el que realiza la 
acción- aparece introducido por la preposición by (The trees were planted by local 
residents).  
 
Oraciones de relativo. Los errores más frecuentes están relacionados con el uso incorrecto 
de la partícula interrogativa (who, that, which,  etc.) (That’s a town who I want to visit 
soon → a town that/which I want to visit); who solo se usa para personas. Otro error 
bastante común consiste en duplicar el pronombre (Did you see the car that it broke down 
in the middle of the road? → the car that broke down). Recuerda, los pronombre de 
relativo sustituyen a los sustantivos y a los pronombres de la oración principal. 
 
Formación de palabras 
En este apartado nos centramos en la morfología, es decir, en la estructura interna de las 
palabras. Os muestro algunos ejemplos de este tipo: 
El uso de la categoría gramatical (adjetivo, sustantivo, etc.) equivocada; por ejemplo, 
un sustantivo en lugar de un adjetivo (people living in poverty conditions→in poor 
conditions). 
 
Aspectos relacionados con a flexión. Por ejemplo, omitir el morfema -s de 3ª persona de 
singular (My sister play basketball →my sister plays) or el de participio de pasado -ed (I 
have study five years at university →I have studied). 
Problemas con la derivación. Fíjate en el siguiente ejemplo, en el que se ha usado el sufijo 
incorrecto para formar un sustantivo abstracto. (You don’t have any privacity →privacy). 
Errores en la formación de nombres compuestos (I can see a bus of school in the 








Tan importante como la gramática es adquirir un vocabulario amplio. Avanzarás muy 
rápidamente si adquieres el habito de leer en inglés. Busca un tema que te interese y 
mantente al día leyendo en internet, viendo programas de TV, etc. Si lo que te gusta es 
hacer windsurf, seguro que encuentras un montón de webs, revistas online o blogs de gente 
que comparte tus intereses. Lee mucho y verás cómo adquieres rápidamente una gran 
cantidad de vocabulario y expresiones útiles. Acostúmbrate a ver películas subtituladas, a 
leer novelas, periódicos, revistas, etc. También se aprende mucho con los juegos online. Y, 
por supuesto, puedes aumentar tu vocabulario a base de ejercicios y juegos. Busca en las 
webs de aprendizaje de inglés las secciones en las que se practican collocations 
(compuestos y combinaciones de palabras fijas), idioms (modismos, frases hechas), 
phrasal and prepositional verbs (verbos frasales y preposicionales). Se usan mucho en el 
habla cotidiana y si aprendes a usarlos adecuadamente lograrás expresarte de forma más 
parecida a como lo hace un nativo. También encontrarás muchos ejemplos y ejercicios 
sobre confusing words (palabras equívocas) en las webs para aprender inglés. Te aconsejo 
que te imprimas una lista para consultarla cuando te surjan dudas. 
 
Cuando no sabemos cómo decir algo en inglés, a veces recurrimos a la traducción literal. 
Esto funciona muchas veces, pero otras nos lleva a error, ya que a menudo no existe una 
equivalencia directa entre las dos lenguas. Por ejemplo “en mi ciudad natal” (It was a little 
school in my born city, Castellón →in my home town, Castellón). Otras veces nos 
arriesgamos a inventar, con resultados desiguales. El español y el inglés comparten muchas 
palabras con raíz similar, debido a la herencia del latín y el francés. Pero no ha funcionado 
en este ejemplo: Having a TV in your cafe could be rentable when there is live football on 
TV→could be profitable/worthwhile. En cualquier caso, insisto en que para hablar hay 
que arriesgar. Que no te preocupe equivocarte porque quien te escucha no va a emitir un 
jucicio sobre ti. Simplemente pensarán que estás aprendiendo y estarán encantados de 
ayudarte, por ejemplo, sugiriendote una palabra más apropiada o animándote a seguir. 
 
Por último, deberás saber cuándo usar un regsitro formal o informal y el estilo apropiado. 
Esto condicionará también el vocabulario que escojas. Por ejemplo, trata de evitar un 





“you guys” si te encuentras en un contexto formal,  como sería el de una entrevista de 
trabajo. 
EL DISCURSO 
El discurso se refiere al modo en que organizamos el lenguaje más allá del ámbito de la 
oración o del turno de palabra individual con el fin de expresar un significado (nuestros 
pensamientos y sentimientos, información específica, etc.) en un contexto concreto. Si 
estamos tratando de desarrollar una idea, es importante saber organizar el contenido y 
presentarlo de forma clara y coherente, de forma que el que nos escuche pueda seguir el 
hilo de nuestro razonamiento. El discurso también se construye en colaboración con otros, 
como ocurre en el contexto de una conversación. Un ejemplo de elemento discursivo serían 
el lenguaje y las estrategias que usamos para iniciar y para poner fin a una conversación y 
el modo en que organizamos los turnos de palabra (quién habla y cuándo lo hace). 
En el recuadro que verás más abajo te muestro el comienzo de la entrevista de una alumna. 
He indicado en azul los marcadores discursivos que usa al hablar para que adviertas el 
modo en que presenta, desarrolla y concluye al tema que se le ha asignado. Fíjate también 
en cómo emplea ciertas fórmulas (por ejemplo, para saludar al entrevistador) y los recursos 
que utiliza para dar cohesión al discurso y así mostrarnos qué información está presentando 
y de qué nos va a hablar a continuación.  
 
Ok, Hello, I´m Mia Forman from the Czech Republic and my topic is “Beautiful places in 
my country”, so I´d like to talk about my home city because I think it´s really, really nice 
city, and I have to mention Prague, because it´s the biggest city in the Czech Republic and 
I think it´s very beautiful. But I´ll start with my city. it’s a small town. It´s about 10.000 
people only, but I think it´s very beautiful. The Czech Republic is divided into two parts 
and Moravia and my city – or my town – is located on the east of Bohemia. And we have a 
nice castle and many very nice buildings which you can see, the castle is situated on a 
square and on the square is also a castle - oh, I´m sorry – is also a church, many restaurants 
you can go there. And the second place is Prague, it´s our biggest city, it´s about one 
million people and in Prague you can see The Prague castle, our president of the Czech 
lives in this castle, and many churches and very interesting buildings and places. I can 




LA PRODUCCIÓN ORAL 
Al hablar de la producción oral me refiero a un momento concreto del habla y el modo en 
que se lleva a cabo. ¿Empleas el volumen adecuado? ¿Vocalizas correctamente? ¿Cómo 
usas tu lenguage corporal? Nuestra expresión corporal y facial, el modo en que 
gesticulamos y nos movemos, pueden ayudar a reforzar el mensaje que queremos 
transmitir. No dudes en gesticular con las manos, por ejemplo, para enumerar o para 
comunicar toda clase de ideas (desarrollo, énfasis, movimiento, etc.).  
Un aspecto que hay que trabajar es el desarrollo de la fluidez al hablar. Hablamos de forma 
fluida cuando lo hacemos siguiendo un ritmo natural, sin demasiadas pausas. Pero no 
olvides que los hablantes nativos también usan las pausas para planificar lo que van a decir 
a continuación, de modo que no te preocupes si tienes que detenerte brevemente o usar 
frases de relleno o ciertas coletillas (kind of, and all that, or something) para organizarte 
cuando estás hablando. La fluidez tiene mucho que ver con la seguridad en uno mismo y 
en el deseo de comunicarse con los demás. Para trabajar este aspecto del habla te 
recomiendo que practiques lo que en inglés se conoce como "shadow speaking", es decir, 
reproducir lo que dice  alguien que está hablando en la radio, la tele o en alguna grabación 
que tengas. Es un ejercicio muy bueno que te ayudará a asimilar los patrones de 
pronunciación, acentuación, ritmo y entonación en inglés y a aumentar la velocidad.  
Pronunciación y acentuación 
Si no pronuncias bien una palabra es posible que no te entiendan. Por ejemplo, si le 
preguntas a alguien “Where is the nearest tube station?” y pronuncias tube como lo harías 
en español, puede que la persona a la que te dirijas no sea capaz de ayudarte a encontrar la 
parada del metro, al no entender la palabra. Para evitar problemas de este tipo, aprende los 
signos fonéticos (tube= /tub, tyub/) y, siempre que te encuentres ante una palabra nueva, 
fíjate en la transcripción fonética y escucha el sonido. Wordreference.com and 
Dictionary.com, entre otros, te ofrecen información de este tipo. 
 
Enumero más abajo algunos problemas comunes en la pronunciación para los hablantes 
nativos de español. Los ejemplos son de vuestras entrevistas. 
 
Nota: He escrito en rojo la pronunciación aproximada tal como lo haría un español, no los símbolos 





Pronunciación de sonidos individuales o grupos de sonidos 
• since (‘sains’ → ‘sins’) se pronuncia erró la vocal como un diptongo (dos vocales).  
• first (‘first’ → ‘ferst’) el sonido  i se pronuncia como en español. 
• helping (‘jelping’→ ‘helping’) el sonido h suena como una j del español. 
•  stays (‘esteis’→ ‘steis’)  /es/ se añade un sonido e de apoyo en palabras que empiezan 
con /s/+ consonante 
• worked (‘work’/’workid’→ ‘workt’) el sufijo -ed de pasado se pronuncia 
incorrectamente o no se pronuncia. 
 
Acentuación y entonación 
Los patrones de acentuación y de entonación son diferentes en español, ya que en español 
acentuamos las sílabas y cada una de ellas tiene la misma importancia. Por el contrario, en 
inglés existen acentos fuertes y débiles. El acento fuerte recae en las sílabas o las palabras 
que tienen más significado, mientras que en las demás es menos prominente. A veces, un 
error en la acentuación puede llevar a confusión. Por ejemplo, la palabra ‘contest’, con 
acento en la primera sílaba, es un nombre (= competición), mientras que ‘contest’ (= 
refutar) es un verbo. En una frase u oración, el acento recae en palabras completas. Como 
en el ejemplo que sigue: 
- How long did you spend at the museum? 
Las principales palabras que el interlocutor necesita entender son la partícula interrogativa, 
el verbo y el nombre, y las he indicado en negrita. Las otras: verbo  auxiliar, pronombre, 
artículo y preposición, se pronuncian más rápido y con menos fuerza, ya que su significado 
se puede deducir del contexto. 
 
LA INTERACCIÓN ORAL 
 
Es importante prestar atención a las personas con las que estás hablando. Esta cuestión 
tiene mucha importancia, ya que cuando hablamos participamos en un proceso 
bidireccional que requiere la participación equilibrada de las dos personas, o de todos 




Nos comunicamos de forma efectiva cuando entendemos y nos hacemos entender por las 
personas con las que hablamos. Para que la comunicación realmente funcione, debemos 
prestar atención a nuestros interlocutores. Asegúrate de que te están entendiendo, ayúdales 
a desarrollar sus ideas y, en general, se amable y colaborador. Es importante saber cómo 
mantener una conversación, cuándo es apropiado callarse y dejar que sean ontros los que 
intervengan y saber cuándo y cómo interrumpir, preguntar, seguir la conversación, etc. 
Todo ello forma parte del ‘arte’ de comunicarse e implica el uso de una serie de funciones 
comunicativas, tales como discutir, negociar, presuadir etc. Aprende algunas frases hechas 




LAS ESTRATEGIAS DE COMUNICACIÓN 
 
Puedes usar una serie de estrategias para compensar las deficiencias en el momento de la 
comunicación, como no saber o no recordar una palabra o una estructura lingüística. 
Puedes recurrir a la perífrasis, es decir, expresarlo mediante un rodeo. Fíjate en cómo un 
alumno ha encontrado otra forma de expresar lo que quería decir:  “I have a 
nice...nice...OK. I think it was a beautiful school for kids.” Como ya he dicho, no te 
preocupes si tienes que detenerte a pensar brevemente, siempre y cuando se te vea 
tranquilo/a y seguro/a. Otro rasgo es la autocorrección. Cuando aprendemos una lengua lo 
hacemos todo el tiempo. También es perfectamente aceptable: “She come... she came to 
see me after class.” La aclaración es otro signo que indica que estás pendiente de tu 
interlocutor. Si no te siguen, te darás cuenta y en ese caso puedes tratar de definir mejor el 
término o usar un ejemplo para explicarlo. Por último, usa también estrategias de 
retroalimentación, o feedback, comprueba que la persona con la que hablas está 
entendiéndote y que pueden responder de forma adecuada. Mírale de vez en cuando y haz 
preguntas para confirmar y  para darle la oportunidad de desarrollar sus ideas (Don’t you 
think?; Isn’t it? So you mean that..?). Un buen comunicador sabe llegar a los demás 








Listed below you will find web pages with resources for practicing English through 
grammar, vocabulary, listening/video, writing and speaking activities.  
BBC Learning English is, to me, the most comprehensive portal for English learning. You 
will find all sorts of activities, quizzes and multimedia contents to make learning English a 
very enjoyable experience.  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/ 
 
Activities for English as a Second Language  is also well stocked with exercises and 
quizzes for learning English. 
http://a4esl.org/ 
 
English Page provides very interesting resources in a very user-friendly format.  The 
grammar tutorials are excellent and the English Reading Room has links to many books, 
newspapers, magazines and reference works. 
http://www.englishpage.com 
 
Flo-Joe is an exam preparation website for the Cambridge First Certificate, Advanced and 
Proficiency exams.  
http://www.flo-joe.co.uk/!
 
open2net is the home of BBC/Open University TV and radio programmes on the web, but 
it also works as an online learning portal. It contains lots of interesting educational content. 
http://www.open2.net/home.html 
 
Videonation.  This website is run by the BBC and it offers snapshots of the lives of 
ordinary people in the UK. Here you can learn English language and culture from native 









English Second Language  Lab. A very useful website for listening practice. The 
exercises are graded according to the level of difficulty. 
http://www.esl-lab.com/ 
 
Using English for Academic Purposes. This website focuses on academic English. There 
is a whole section containing interesting resources for developing academic oral 
proficiency, such as participation in group oral tasks and making oral presentation. 
http://www.uefap.com/ 
 
How Stuff Works.  An excellent site for anyone curious to learn how all kinds of different 
things work. It includes photographs, diagrams, videos and animations, and articles written 
in language that is designed to be easy enough to be understood by the average person. 
http://www.howstuffworks.com/ 
 
The English Learner movie guide. For movie lovers. An entertaining way of learning 




The links in the section that follows guide you to pages with resources for practicing the 








Parts of speech   (categorías gramaticales) 
 
Nouns 




Pronouns and determiners 
You can practise using articles and pronouns here: 
http://a4esl.org/q/h/grammar.html!
 
Using ‘the’ or ‘zero article’. You can find a detailed explanation with examples in the 
















Adjectives and adverbs 
Take this interactive tour on the topic of adjectives. You can go over the basics and 
practise with quizzes and games. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/words/grammar/interestsentences/adjectives/index.shtml 
You can read about adverbs and adjectives, learn to distinguish between them, look at 









Useful tutorials and exercises on prepositions and phrasal verbs. 
http://www.englishpage.com/prepositions/prepositions.html 
Conjunctions and linking words and expressions 
 
Take this tutorial. 
http://www.vivquarry.com/wkshts/linkwd.html 
 















At English-Hilfen, a German website for learning English, you will find quizzes to practise 








Try this tutorial from the English Page website. 
http://www.englishpage.com/verbpage/activepassive.html 
 




Fill in the gaps 
http://esl.fis.edu/grammar/multi/relative1.htm 
Omitting the pronoun 
http://esl.fis.edu/grammar/multi/relative2.htm   




Practice writing the correct form of the verb. 
 http://a4esl.org/q/h/vf002-gk.html 



















The teacher. This is a very funny, very British section of  the BBC Learning English 
website for learning idioms with video. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/language/theteacher/ 
 
On a4esl website you can increase your vocabulary through the practice of idioms, phrasal 
verbs and slang. 
http://a4esl.org/q/h/idioms.html 
Phrasal and prepositional verbs 
Funky Phrasals.  
In this section of Learning English you can learn phrasal verbs in context. Listen and read 







Flo-joe. A quiz for practicing phrasal verbs. 
http://www.flo-joe.co.uk/fce/students/strategy/mcclze/pverbs.htm 
 
Confusing words and expressions 
You are going to love this section of the BBC Learning Website, which answers many of 
our doubts about specific words and expressions in English. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/grammar/learnit/index.shtml#a 
 




Take this interactive vocabulary quiz from the BBC Learning website. There are thousands 






Pronunciation and intonation 
 
Learning English. The pronunciation section from the BBC website. It has excellent 
resources, including videos illustrating the sounds and quizzes. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/grammar/pron/ 
 




English Phonetic Activities A website developed for Spanish students. The explanations in 




Pronunciar inglés. This blog is written by a Spanish native speaker living in England and 
contains interesting resources and activities to help Spanish speakers improve their 
pronunciation of English.  
http://www.pronunciaringles.com 
 
Spoken Skills. Practise polite versus rude intonation and many other features of speaking 




DISCOURSE, INTERACTION, AND COMMUNICATION 
 
Using English for Academic Purposes. In this website you will find many valuable 
resources related to academic English. Click on the link below and then go to the sub-
section called Groupwork. Here you will find a collection of words and phrases used to 
express different language functions, such as giving opinions, interrupting, suggesting, 
emphasising a point, etc. Learn some of them and try to use them in real communication. 
http://www.uefap.com/speaking/spkfram.htm!
 
Easy Conversations for ESL/EFL Beginners. This website gives you the opportunity to 













PARTS OF SPEECH 
Pronouns and determiners 
I can see another persons that are cooking paella. 
Italy has good skiing including cross country skiing and others winter sports. 
I couldn’t find nowhere to park and had to turn around. 
The people always go to that places to relax. 
I met there a friends who I hadn’t seen for ages. 
I like talking with she/him.  
She fell down and hurt her. 
You cannot have a good food if you haven’t got money. 
I can see a office with people working. 
I like cinema and reading. 
I also like driving the motorbikes. That’s one of my hobbies. 
I’m musician; I play guitar in a band. 
I play with another musicians. 
Adverbs and adverbials 
I like very kinds of food, for example Italian food. 
I had to wait during three hours to get my bags. 
To be really fit you must train all the days. 
He didn’t give me much long answers. 
There aren’t too much jobs for Spanish people in London. 
In poor countries it is too important to have a teacher. 
Last year I visited Burgos. I liked it more and I saw more things. 
Standing in the bus all the way home is a few uncomfortable. 
I spoke few because I didn’t know what to say. 




I enjoy differents kinds of music.  
She is a girl very nice. 
 
Nouns and noun phrases 
The childrens sit together and listen to the teacher. 
Nowadays we are only 4 or 5 persons in each family. 
The website contains lots of news and informations. 
Prepositions 
I read newspapers and magazines in internet. 
Many of the best beaches in Menorca are in the east coast. 
You have to get there in train. 
Verbs with prepositions 
You don’t need to wait the bus outside. 
He was looking us but he couldn’t find us. 
We decided to travel in car and share the cost. 
I’m not sure which of the two banks is best. It depends of what you want to do with the 
money. 
When starting a trip, it’s always important to know some basic details about the place you 
are going to travel. 
I prefer stay at home when it’s cold. 
 
Verbs 
I have been in Liverpool the last summer and in every cafe they had TVs showing football. 
After I got off the plane, my mentor was waiting for me at the airport and we were going to 
his home for lunch. 
The trip was to celebrate that we end school and we start university. 
My father works as an accountant for that company since twenty years ago. 






Connectors and other linking words 
For be an elite sportsperson you must do your activity every day and every year. 
Due to we weren’t expecting him, it was an incredibe surprise to find him there. 
We decided to have a holiday in England despite of the bad weather. 
I'd rather go by plane instead the boat. 






It has a lot of great facilities and the city where is situated the campus seems like a good 
place to live. 
We went to see what was she doing and how was she. 
If you want to be a monitor camp you must be at least nineteen year-old. 
In a developing country have more importance the teacher. (you will need to make some 
changes to the expression). 
 
Subject missing or redundant 
Being a famous person it’s good too because you can meet very interesting people. 
When I was in the London underground saw a lot of people using ipods. 
The best transport to get around the island it’s the boat. 
Money it’s the first thing you need when you’re abroad. 
 
Subject-verb agreement 
The guy who work at the garage said I couldn’t park there. 
The furniture are too big for the space we have in the room. 
There are more technology in developed countries. 
She is a famous tennis player and therefore she have to talk with the media but she don’t 
want to. 
Living in a large town is easier because there is a lot of shops and places to go. 
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There was more girls than boys in my school. 
People is more friendly in the country. 
 
Comparatives and superlatives 
It’s more easy to meet people in a pub that in a football stadium. 
I decided to come by plane because it is the most cheapest form of transport. 
Living in the country is now more expensive that in the city. 
My car is more little than yours. 
 
Relative pronouns 
  I don’t like places who are many people and you can’t move. 
There is a natural spring in where you can swim. 
I can see a woman that she is standing at the bus stop. 
I’d go with you on that trip if I knew the people with who you are travelling. 
 
Verbal structures 
I am looking forward to go there next Christmas. 
I don’t enjoy to work long hours. 
Have a child is a difficult decision for families these days 
In bars people work stand up (de pie) and in an office sat (sentados). 
Negative structures 
There are not roads in this part of the country. 
I try to not spend too much on clothes. 
If you have no money you can’t go nowhere. 
They haven’t books to study with. 
Benidorm is no far from Valencia. 
Interrogative structures 
When you gave him the news? 
Why she went to live abroad? 







The main different between these two families could be cultural. 
It is impossible to satisfice everybody. 
One good thing about Madrid is that you can meet people from all over the word because it 
is a very tourist city. 
You need to be very healthful to be a professional sports athlete. 
My sister sings beautiful and she can cook really well. 
But you can pay a young hostel. 
I can see a person who’s had an injure and is lying on the floor. 
I’ve forgotten all the knowledges I had about science. 




Choice of word or expression 
The woman has a damage in her leg. 
Going to a concert is always funny. I really enjoy it. 
What I would love about being famous is that you have lots of 'fanatics'. 
I am going to describe my travel to Paris with my classmates. 
When I go shopping, I like 'proving' (probarme) the clothes. 
My friend helps me to decide if these clothes 'fall me well' (me quedan bien) or not. 
We went down to the beach and 'had a bath' in the sea. 
I have two sons: a boy and a girl. 
Nowadays marriages only have one or two sons. (2 errors) 
In the first picture I can see some 'agricultors'. 
You will need warm clothes if you want to go 'to the snow.' 
It’s a lovely beach where you can 'take the sun' and relax. 
She 'has the same years' as me. We have both 20 years. 




Collocations, idioms, phrasal and prepositional verbs 
We did a big party to celebrate his 18th birthday. 
At home I have to do the beds and make the shopping. 
I had to look for the word in the dictionary because I didn’t know the exact translation. 
If you have my car, please bring back it.  
I’m going to talk about a trip that I did. 










S1   
I think the interview is very interesting to see how you speak English. So, you can correct 
your mistakes and improve your oral expression. It’s the first interview and it’s normal to 
be nervous. So, also, it’s a way to lose all sense of shame. 
 
S2  
I personally think that It’s an interesting method to improve my English, but it´s difficult to 
speak in English when your level it’s bad. I hope to improve my English in this course. 
 
S3  
In my interview I was a little bit shy because I was in front of a camera and I had a lot of 
pressure. Also my english level is very poor and basic but anyway I understood everything. 
I think that I should talk more and in the next interview I will do better. 
 
S4  
I think the interview has been a good exercise to practise and improve our English. 
Moreover, I´ve been able to see my mistakes and correct them. I will try to do my speaking 




I think the interview has helped me to realised what I have to improve about my English. It 
has been a good experience to talk in English about different things and meet new people.  
 
S6  
I spoke few in the interview because i have problems to speak English, but i will flight to 
solve this problem in this months. 
 
S7  
No comment given. 
 
S8  
I didn’t fell selft-confident when I speak English, and I think that in the interview I showed 
it. 
Sometimes I didn´t know how English say some words and I tried to find another similar 
words for explain something. 
Another error that I commited was that I used temps verbals  incorrectly so you couldn`t 
understand me.  
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Finally I think that I writte best thant I speak because when I corrected the interview I sew 
all my errors. And these is because i need to practice a lot and do more conversations whit 
people who speaks English. 
 
S9  
No comment given. 
 
S10  
I think is an interesting activitie. It make possible to hear you and know how you speak 
english and know what mistakes make you.  
 
S11  
I think the interview was a good idea to learn to strive and motivate us to speak English 
and pay more interest in the language. 
 
S12  
I think that the interview was a good activity for learn English. Transcript it , I can see my 
mistakes and  correct them. I can learn vocabulary about nature, turism… 
I should learn more vocabulary for express me correctly.  
 
S13  
No comment given. 
 
S14  
I think that is a special form of learning of your mistakes and see in the future the evolution 
of our learning of the english language. 
 
S15  
I was very nervous. Even so I think we should de more how are you. As I did the interview 
I thought it was very important to try to speak English. 
 
S16  
The interview was nice and you see some mistakes that you do when you are talking. I 
think the problems that I have are verbal forms and I say a lot of times “that”. I can speak 
and people understand me but I need very much vocabulary. 
 
S17  
Well, I think doing the interview made me realise the errors, like I have to find other 
words, so I have to study more vocabulary, and give reasons in a paper after going to 
speak, so I will able to express my opinions and ideas clearly. So I think it (the interview) 







I think that the interview is a good activity to learn about our English level oral and 
listening. For example, I learn that I need more vocabulary and more oral practice because 
when I answered the questions and tried to bring ideas I was blocked for the reason that I 
couldn’t find words in English. 
 
S19  
I think it was a good activity to improve  our vocabulary, grammar and our oral expression.  
 
S20  
I believe that it is positive to do the interview because this way we learn to unroll ourselves 
in situations that can give us in a future. And also we get used to speaking in English like 
in a conversation. 
 
 S21  
I think I was to nervous and I speak sometimes to quickly, I think that I try to change this 
two points, but more or less I think I´m ok. I think that we must to repeat this exercice, 
because nowadays speak english correctly it´s very important and this is the form to 
envolve your english. 
 
S22  
I think that this interview is a good idea to practice speaking English. It was a bad 
experience for me because I have never spoken English before. 
 
S23  
No comment given. 
 
S24  
I found a very positive experience and learned a lot by correcting my mistakes. I hope to 
learn to speak well and do better next time. 
 
S25  
I think that I need speak more, because I look very quiet because my englihs is a little poor 
and I didn´t know what I say. This method is good to improve the level and the experience. 
 
S26  
I was not nervous, but I had afraid because I have never spoken in English before a 
camera. I can see that I haven´t a lot vocabulary, because I say “eehh...” all the time. In my 
opinion, the interview is well because I can see my way expressing me. And in some 





I have seen the interview and I think that it was better than I was waiting. The first one, 
very badly but in the second my phrases are more coherent, though I have to improve very 
much because there are many mistakes. 
 
S28  
I think that this interview is very useful because we can listen ourselves speaking English 
and we realized everything which is wrong and then we can correct it with this kind of 
exercise. To correct all the bad words I have had to look at the dictionary and in some 




My participation in the discussion was a little bit bad because for me speaking in English is 
very embarrassing and become very shy when I have to speak with another person in a 
foreign   language. 
 
S30  
I personally believe that these activities are very positive because they force us to speak in 
English and thus we lose the shame of public speaking.  I think we should do it more often 
to really learn how to speak and express themselves in English, which is a very useful and 
necessary today. !!
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S1   
I think that in the first interview I was very nervous because I haven't done many oral 
exams. However, I think that it is very necessary to learn English. For me, the grammar is 
very important but the oral part is more. To practise speaking in English and improving 
your oral English is necessary for these exams. The experience helped me to learn to 
control my anxiety. Moreover, I think that learning English or learning another language is 




I personally think that these interviews are a good way to push us to speak in English. It’s 
difficult because, if you always speak Spanish, and suddenly you have to switch into 
English, it isn’t easy. I would have liked to do more interviews and I know that grammar is 
very important, but it’s too boring. Finally, I think this type of interviews helped me but I 







I think that I improve because in the last interview I have been safer and more quiet than 
the first time. In the first interview I was very nervous because I don’t practice english 
since a few years ago and the interview was a little new to me.  And on the other hand I’m 
practicing English with a particular teacher in addition to English classes because I want to 
improve my english and I want to go erasmus. In addition, I think that the English 
language is very important and I don’t want to lose the English language that I learned 
because If I don’t practise my english I forget it. 
 
S4  
I think the interviews are useful form to evaluate our progression, if we are improve our 
English or not. But I don’t like talking in front of a camera because I get nervous. 
Moreover, we are very stress and it’s a bit difficult to concentrate.   
 About the transcript task, you can see your mistakes and correct them. In my 
opinion, some of the topics are a little bit difficult because I need more vocabulary or think 
other form to express it. 
 Finally, I have to say that this is a fast exam and it is easy to see if we do it better. 
 
S5  
In that course we have done two interviews where we’ve talked about different topics, like 
doing different trips around the world or talk and comparing different photographs. I think 
the experience has helped me in my English speak, because in the first interview I spoke 
more slowly and I hadn’t much vocabulary or expressions to use. But in the second 
interview I have realised that I’ve used new words and I’ve talked faster than in the first. 
 With the transcript task I have seen the little mistakes I usually done and I have 
improved my English level. 
 
S6  
I had long ago did an oral exam, and this year in English subject after the two tests we have 
done in this class, I can say it’s not for much.  
 I thought that I’d be very nervous and I have been more or less quiet. I like the idea 
to record it on video. The first time I saw the first interviews I laughed a lot.  
 On the other hand, I think that it’s a good idea to correct our interviews. I think it’s 
the best way to learn and to correct mistakes. I think I not talk very well but I have 
improved my English this year. I had five years before studying English and this year I had 
remember things. I had forgotten and I have learned some things more. 
 
S7  
This course I have done two interviews. In the one interview I was quiet because I didn’t 
have enough vocabulary. The transcrip task has help me for learn. In the two interviews I 
was speek more, but I (no he podido explicar con claridad). The interviews have been 





This course I have done two interviews. In the one interview I was quiet because I didn’t 
have enough vocabulary. The transcrip task has help me for learn. In the two interviews I 
was speek more, but I (no he podido explicar con claridad). The interviews have been 
interesting because I have learn. 
 
S9  
This course I have done two interviews. In the one interview I was quiet because I didn’t 
have enough vocabulary. The transcrip task has help me for learn. In the two interviews I 
was speek more, but I (no he podido explicar con claridad). The interviews have been 
interesting because I have learn. 
 
S10  
I think these interviews are a different activities that we are used from what we are used to 
do in our English lessons. They are very interesting because you can to show you and 
listen to you and know your real level of English. When we talk in English we think we 
say all well but it’s not real I make a  lot of mistakes and I would like to correct them. 
 On the other hand, the interviews isn’t a real demonstration of our english because 




The experience has been very positive, because I think that through the interviews I’ve 
improved speech and vocabulary. Since the first interview didn’t speak anytjing and now I 
can say I have been able to express a bit. I can also say I was less nervous than the first 
time,  but even so I’ve  collapsed a lot. As regards the task has helped me improve my 
grammar and vocabulary by listening. Finally, I can say it has been a bit luck this subject 
because English is very important for working life and to travel the world. 
 
S12  
No comment given. 
 
S13  
In this cours I have done two interviews. The first interviews was about two photographies. 
I was with mas nervous. But I was pit quiet. Also talked with parents about other 
photographies.I made errors and after I did correct. The second interviews was equallity 
that first. I think that interviews have been interesting. Because after I looked my video and 
I looked as I was. 
 
S14  
In the first part I spoke about my boyfriend and about our relationship, but I think I had 
many problems making myself understood and I didn’t like that at all. In the second one I 





differences with more logical phrases. I was less nervous in the third part because it was 
more dynamic than the other parts, in spite of my level of English. Finally, I think the 
interview is a great way of geting over our fear of speaking. 
 
S15  
This was a different experience. I had never tried to speak English because I have a 
character very close and I am very shameful. I think it’s an exciting prospect because it 
takes much effort to get to speak English fluently. The transcription activity is very 
effective because in that way, you truly realise what you do and say bad. 
 
S16  
I like this kind of experiences because is different to another courses that I have done, I 
like it because one o the big problems people have is speak with people behind you, and 
when you transcript it you can learn of which kind of problems you have on your speaking. 
One problem I have is that I am very nervous when I have to speak in public with people 
 
S17  
I think English is essential to your way in the world if you want to progress into good 
positions. So the experience I had in the interview has been really good because it helped 
me to improve my English and I can deal in front of the camera and my companions. 
During the course, besides of the interview, I’ve also made many listenings, exercises and 
practices that have help me to better develop my english. In conclusion, I have to say that 
I’m glad a choose this subject because I learn and it has taken me away the shame to speak 
English. This has been a good experience. 
 
S18  
I think that the first interview was more difficult for me because I was more nervous and I 
forgot my english pronunciation. On the other hand, today when we have this interview I 
have felt more quiet and I think I improve my english. I have used the correct grammar and 
the correct vocabulary for explain the situation that the teacher give me for speak. The 
transcript task is a good method for know the fails I have when I speak english. 
Considering that I don’t study english since four or more years ago I think I lost the 
practice but this four months studying english on the university help me for refresh all the 
contents of the basic english. 
 
S19  
In my opinion it’s an interesting experience because during ten years of learning english I 
have never done that. With this experience you can evaluate yourself speaking with the 
stress and nervousness because the camera is recording and the teacher is watching you. 
Also positive because when you finish the interview you transcript your words and you see 
your mistakes, and then you can improve. In conclusion, I agree with this methode because 
it’s didactic, different and also funny however I’m not happy with my second interview, I 





My experience in the interviews was positive. The first interview was very bad, because I 
didn’t know how to express myself. The second interview was much better. I felt more 
confident and I knew what I wanted to say using the vocabulary I learned in class during 
the last months. The transcription is very positive because you know your mistakes and 
then you can improve. In conclusion, it’s a nice experience and positive. 
 
 S21  
I think that I was very nervous because only I have one experience before. I think that is 
very good experience, and I think that the teachers (or the educators) must put us in 
education oral exams because you know what you know exactly. Because if you know 
many grammar but you don’t know speak, you won’t go to other country. I think that 
english is very important from our life and when we finish the career we must know and 
speak english very well. 
 
S22  
I had a good experience in the interviews because I think that it is a nice and exciting thing. 
It is a good way to learn speaking English because you have to improvisate yours answers 
instantly. The transcript task is a long-time exercise to do at home in spite of the interview 
was short. But is a good thing to correct your own mistakes when you talk. This english 
course was a good experience to learn language and I learned many new things and 
reviewed some old things. 
 
S23  
Both of the interviews were really useful, especially when they were captured to digital 
videocamara. Because of the filming, you could see by yourself what are your weaknesses 
and by seeing those are able to make changes. It was also really thoughtful to have 
different parts from text and pictures and the group task. It is improtant to be able to speak 
with other students about the same topic and especially if you think your future. You will 
probably need your english skills later in your life and, who knows, maybe you will be 
working only with english in futrue. 
 The transcript task was also really usefu when you really had to think what you 
have said and what you should have said. 
 
S24  
My experience in the interviews has been very differents. In the first interview my feeling 








I think that I improve in this interview. I speak a little bit than previous interview, perhaps 
because I’m not nervous and the other time it was the first interview in English after four 
years without speaking english. 
 Other thing there are more easy for me this time, has been the topic about I speak, 
because it seems more easy to speak about that. 
 But I consider I must improve my English yet. Because it’s an important thing now 
and in the future when I will work. I hope will go Erasmus next year and learn english very 
well. I will continue studying to keep what is already. 
 
S27  
I have seen the interview and I think that it was better than I was waiting. The first one, 
very badly but in the second interview my phrases are more coherent, though I have to 
improve very much because there are many mistakes. I think that my experience is very 
possitive because this is a form very good of know the form of we talk, to express… with 
other people and with the camera. 
 
S28  
For me the two interviews have been a bit estressful. I was very nervous and I didn’t say 
all the things I would have liked. I know that I speak much better and I know more English 
than I showed in the interview. However, I think that is the best way to learn English or 
another language, because you win fluency.  Then when you transcript your own interview, 
you can see all the mistakes that we have done. In these three or four months I have learn 
too much vocabulary. I’ve remember all the grammar and understand listening. 
 
S29  
The first interview was very bad, because I stayed very extressing and I had a little 
experience with the English and I hadn’t vocabulary. I spoke little and very bad.  
 The second interview I think was better than the first. Because I had more 
experience and vocabulary. I could have discussed with my friends very well. However I 
need to practise because I don’t speak fast, fluency… 
 
S30  
I personally believe that these activities are very positive because they force us to speak in 
English and thus we lose the shame of public speaking.  I think we should do it more often 







Right now I can’t think of any. What really helped me was to see myself speaking. In this 
course I have remembered things that I knew but didn’t remember. 
 
S4  
I have corrected “more quickly” for “quicklier”; I have learnt the expression “for moving” 
instead of  “to move”,  etc. 
 
S5  
I have learnt to say “people”, instead of “persons”. I have learnt some phrasal verbs like 
“set out” or “stop off”, and vocabulary like complaints (quejas) o budgets (presupuestos). 
 
S6  
For example, I didn’t make pauses and I joined phrases with “and”. It has also served e to 
use the pronouns better. 
 
S8  
I have tried to use tenses better, not using the present all the time and using also the past. I 
have learnt the word “unthinkable”, which I didn’t know to pronounce and which I used in 
both interviews. I have tried to use -s in the third person.  
 
S9  
Now I put –s ‘in the third person singular in the present,  “he speaks”. 
 
S10  
Using “travel” and “trip” correctly. I haven’t learnt anything in particular. The only 
problems I had were mistakes due to nerves. I didn’t pause to think what I was going to say 
next. One mistake I made several times was using the preposition to in the wrong place. I 
said it, then paused for a moment and continued the previous sentence. Therefore, that 




Now I try to use linking words like, “but”, “also”, “because”, “for”, “then”, “moreover”, 
etc. I have improved my vocabulary, which was very bad, with words like “hard-
working”, “sensitive”, “*budgest”, “talkative”, etc. 
 
S12  
The use of connectors. 
 
S13  







Verbs in general. 
 
S15  
I have corrected the use of the adverb “very” and all personal pronouns; I have learned 
some vocabulary, as in the first interview I had to describe the pictures for campo-ciudad 
and I said “country”, which of course is not campo; it is país. I have also learned that 
“children” is in the plural and you don’t have to add an -s. 
 
 S21  
The error I have corrected is the use of “the” in foront of “people” and of  ‘”is” with 
“people”. Also the use of “much/many”. 
 
S25  
When we did the transcription and the corrections of the interview, I saw that I said many 
things with no meaning and that I used verbs in the wrong tense, while doing it in writing 
and thinking a bit more I know how to say it or I do it a bit better. One of the errors I make 
usually is with prepositions (in, at, on, to, for…), or I put them when I musn’t or I don’t 
use them. In words, thinking about something more concrete, I confuse “people” and 
“person”; before I said “responsible” and now I say “responsible”. 
 
S26  
Using the past form of the verbs, because when we did the the interviews I used present 
only and not past forms. 
 
S30  
I can’t think a concrete example, simply, I’ve developed my pronunciation in some words 










LOOKING FOR A UNIVERSITY 
 
 
The School of Building Engineering is going to shortlist a number of candidates for an 
ERASMUS grant. There are three possible destinations: 
 
• UNIVERSITY OF GLAMORGAN 
• COVENTRY UNIVERSITY 
• ANGLIA POLYTECHNIC 
 
Profile 1: Candidate 
 
You have decided to apply for the grant. Next week you will have to attend an interview 
where you will have to persuade the panel to give you the grant. Prepare the interview 
following these instructions: 
 
1. Access the website of each of these universities and compare them based on the 
following criteria: 
 
- COURSES OFFERED 
- STUDY FACILITIES 
- STUDENT LIFE 
- LOCATION 
- CLIMATE AND LANDSCAPE 
- ACCOMMODATION 
- TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 
 
2. State your interests: when, how long, what you want to study, interests other than 
academic ones. You could create a comparative table based on the above categories 
or use another way of organising the information. 
 








Complete the questionnaire below: 
 
Name (and names of other group members) ! !
O(*+&1/$001P&$"2!+!121&-"#&12+!"32J1&
 
• What kinds of activities make you happy? 
• What personal characteristics are you most proud of? 
• What skills do you have that may help you in the future? Don’t just think of things you 
do at university. Think of things you do outside university. 
• Which of these interests and skills would help you in an international setting? (some 
examples would be: like meeting people, like seeing new things, like tasting new foods, 
etc.?) 
 
Your action plan for the future 
 
• A specific area within your sector you are interested in. 
• Special training and skills you need for this professional choice and where you can gain 
those skills.  
• What you should be doing now to prepare for this career. 
 
Your choice of university and the courses you intend to take. Justify your decision. 
 !
Profile 2: Interviewer 
 
You are a member of the panel of interviewers. With the other members of the panel, 
prepare a list of the questions that you will ask during the interview. You may consult the 
tasks that the candidates have had to carry out to find out about the universities to which 
they wish to apply. You may also use some of the questions from the questionnaire that all 
the candidates have had to answer. You must be prepared to conduct the interview and take 
turns with the other members of the panel in asking the candidates questions. 
 
Profile 3: English language expert (range) 
 
You are one of the English language experts who will judge the candidates’ range in 
English during the interview. You will have to decide if the candidate has enough language 
to succeed in giving clear descriptions of what s/he wants to say, without much hesitation. 





any comments on the candidate’s performance. You must then reach an agreement with the 
other experts in your group to decide on the candidate’s final mark for range. 
 
Profile 4: English language expert (accuracy) 
 
You are one of the English language experts who will judge the candidate’s accuracy in 
English during the interview. You will have to decide if the candidate shows sufficient 
accuracy in grammar and does not make errors that cause misunderstanding. Please give 
the candidate a mark on a scale of 10 on the assessment form and make note of any 
comments on the candidate’s performance. You must then reach an agreement with the 
other experts in your group to decide on the candidate’s final mark for accuracy. 
 
Profile 5: English language expert (fluency) 
 
You are one of the English language experts who will judge the candidate’s fluency in 
English during the interview. You will have to decide if the candidate keeps going 
comprehensibly, even though pausing to choose appropriate grammar and vocabulary; 
correcting mistakes may be evident. Please give the candidate a mark on a scale of 10 on 
the assessment form and make note of any comments on the candidate’s performance. You 
must then reach an agreement with the other experts in your group to decide on the 
candidate’s final mark for fluency. 
 
Profile 6:  English language expert (interaction) 
 
You are one of the English language experts who will judge the candidate’s interaction in 
English during the interview. You will have to decide if the candidate can initiate and 
maintain a conversation. The candidate may repeat back part of what someone has said to 
confirm mutual understanding. Please give the candidate a mark on a scale of 10 on the 
assessment form and make note of any comments on the candidate’s performance. You 
must then reach an agreement with the other experts in your group to decide on the 
candidate’s final mark for interaction. 
 
Profile 7:  English language expert (coherence) 
 
You are one of the English language experts who will judge the candidate’s coherence in 
English during the interview. You will have to decide if the candidate can link what s/he 
says with connectors to form a connected, linear sequence of points. Please give the 
candidate a mark on a scale of 10 on the assessment form and make note of any comments 
on the candidate’s performance. You must then reach an agreement with the other experts 
in your group to decide on the candidate’s final mark for coherence. 
 
(The questionnaire for the candidate’s profile was adapted from 
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10. !When!you!made!a!mistake,!did!you!ever!try!to!correct! it?!Yes,! i! tried!to! fix! it!or!
find!another!way!to!express!it.!
11. !When! you! couldn’t! think! of! the! correct! word,! did! you! find! other! ways! of!
expressing!the!idea!in!English?!Yes,!although!the!lack!of!vocabulary!it!was!a!little!
difficult.!
12. !Did!you!answer!completely!in!English?!Yes,!i!did.!
!
Managing!interaction!
13.!!Did!you!participate!actively!in!the!discussion,!contributing!and!exchanging!ideas!
with!the!other!speakers?!Of!course,!I!tried!to!express!my!ideas!and!share!them!
with!my!classmates.!
!
Write(a(personal(comment(about(the(interview.(
I!personally!believe!that!these!activities!are!very!positive!because!they!force!us!to!
speak!in!English!and!thus!we!lose!the!shame!of!public!speaking.!!I!think!we!should!do!
it!more!often!to!really!learn!how!to!speak!and!express!themselves!in!English,!which!is!
a!very!useful!and!necessary!today.!
!
Ines,!
You!managed!the!interview!quite!well.!You!argued!your!points!and!gave!detailed!
examples!and!reasons!for!your!answers.!You!appeared!friendly!and!in!the!discussion!you!
volunteered!ideas!and!helped!develop!the!topic.!In!the!transcript,!you!have!been!able!to!
identify!quite!a!few!mistakes,!such!as!those!of!subjectEverb!agreement,!prepositions,!
tenses,!etc.!!
Well!done.!
!
!
(
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Student 17 
1r(video:(
This!is!H&M.!
I!am!going!to!speak!about!sopping.!
My!favourite!shop!is!H&M!and!I!bought!have!bought!a!lot!because!I!like!shopping!
there!and!may!be!I!can!stay!there!two!hours!and!may!be!I!don’t!buy!anything!but!I!like!
to!visit!there!because!I!like!the!dresses!and!TXshirts!and!anythings!something!related!
to!clothes!and!accessories!of!this.!
!
2nd(video:(
This!photografy!show!us!car!crowding!so!I!think..!there!are!very!transports!is!
because..!when..!there!are!more!many!cars!can!be!accidents!and!this!so!it’s!better!to!
go!with!public!transports!(*)because!and!when!there!are!more!many!people!we!can!
agobied!overwhelmed!in!the!train!or!in!the!metro.!
!
(*)!but!it!can!also!happen!that!there!are!many!people!as!crowede!public!transport,!as!
we!can!see!in!the!picture!below,!so!we!can!overwhelmed.!
!
Video(de(las(tres:(
..and!he!should!buy!a!dictionary!or!something!like!a!book!to!translate!somethings!
something!and!I!think!the!food!…!it’s!a!problem!too!because!it!is!different!cutltures!
culture!and!the!aliments!also!is!a!problem!too.!
!
...equivalence!of!a!money...!
!
...and!the!car...!he!has!(a!headeach!some)!ill.!
!
...if!he!make!a!mistake...!
!
...and!the!telephone!is!too!expensive!from!the!Spain!to!England.!
!
!
Comentario [17]: photograph!
Comentario [18]: shows!
Comentario [19]: a!traffic!jam!
Comentario [20]: many!forms!of!
transport!
Comentario [21]: there!may!be!!
Comentario [22]: *in!public!transport!
Comentario [23]: may!feel!overwhelmed!
Comentario [24]: either!
Comentario [25]: food/feeding!people!
Comentario [26]: rate!of!exchange?!
Comentario [27]: is!ill!
Comentario [28]: makes!
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Answer(the(following(questionnaire.(
!
Dealing!with!questions!
1.!!Did!you!understand!and!answer!the!questions?!!Yes,!I!understood!all!the!question!
but,!when!I!had!to!answer!those,!I!had!a!problems.!
2.!!Did!you!ask!to!repeat!questions!you!didn’t!understand?!Yes.!
3.!!Did!you!give!quite!long!answers!to!the!questions?!No.!
4.!!When!appropriate,!did!you!give!reasons!for!your!answers?!Yes,!I!did,!but,!normally,!
it!is!hard!me!because!in!my!leanguge!occurs!the!same.!
5.!!Did!you!support!your!answers!with!examples?!Yes.!
6.!!Did!you!express!your!opinions!and!ideas!clearly?!No,!because!the!same!reason!as!
five!question.!
!
Body!language!and!voice!!
7.!!Did!you!look!positive,!confident!and!friendly?!No.!
8.!!Did!you!look!at!the!interviewer!directly!when!speaking?!I!didn’t!look!at!the!
interviewer!always.!
9.!!Did!you!speak!clearly,!so!the!interviewer!could!hear!you?!!May!be,!I!think!the!
interviewer!could!hear!me!in!some!answers!but!it!didn’t!in!all!of!them.!
!
Dealing!with!problems!
10.!!When!you!made!a!mistake,!did!you!ever!try!to!correct!it?!Yes.!!
11.!!When!you!couldn’t!think!of!the!correct!word,!did!you!find!other!ways!of!
expressing!the!idea!in!English?!Yes.!
12.!Did!you!answer!completely!in!English?!!No,!because!I!tried!to!find!other!word!or!
sentence!when!I!couldn’t!think!of!the!correct!word!but!I!didn’t!so!I!fail!into!the!error!
of!speak!Spanish.!
!
Managing!interaction!
13.!!Did!you!participate!actively!in!the!discussion,!contributing!and!exchanging!ideas!
with!the!other!speakers?!Yes.!!
!
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Write(a(personal(comment(about(the(interview.(
Well,(I!think!doing!the!interview!made!me!realise!the!errors,!like!I!have!to!find!other!
words,!so!I!have!to!study!more!vocabulary,!and!give!reasons!in!a!paper!after!going!to!
speak,!so!I!will!able!to!express(my!opinions!and!ideas!clearly.!!So!I!think!it!!(the!
interview)!is!really!important!to!improve!our!oral!english.!
!
Alex,!
Yours!was!a!good!first!attempt.!You!developed!your!topics!at!length,!which!is!very!good.!
One!good!thing!is!that!you!have!good!eyeEcontact!with!me,!the!interviewer,!and!with!the!
other!people!in!your!group!and!that!you!contribute!ideas!to!the!discussion.!I!have!
noticed,!though,!that!you!are!a!bit!unsure!when!you!speak.!I!believe!that!your!English!is!
better!than!you!think,!so!try!to!work!on!your!body!language,!your!facial!expressions,!etc.!
Just!try!to!appear!more!confident.!And!try!to!be!the!first!one!to!volunteer!ideas!some!of!
the!time.!!I!have!added!a!few!more!corrections!to!your!transcript.!I!hope!they!are!helpful.!
!
Student!28!
(
First(interview(
I’m!going!to!talk!about!a!trip!that!I!did!when!I!was!seven!with!my!parents,!my!family,!
my!cousins!and!some!friends.!We!went!to!first!to!London,!we!spend!there!two!or!
three!days.!Then!we!traveled!to!orlando,!in!to!Disney!World!and!then!to!finish!that!
trip!we!traveled!to!New!York.!Then!we!come!back!to!Spain.!It!was!a!very!beautiful!
travel!trip!because!London!is!very!different!than!New!York!and!in!orlando!is!the!
journey!was!very!different!because!we!stayed!all!days!in!Disney!World!with!Mickey!
Mouse,!etc,!because!we!were!a!child!
(
Second(interview(
In!the!first!picture!is!there!is!a!town,!the!life!there!is!very!different!than!in!the!city,!a!
lot!of!people!work!with!the!fruit!and!with!animals!in!the!land,!they!are!farmers.!The!
life!is!very!tranquila!calm,!quiet.!
In!the!second!picture!is!there!is!a!city!with!a!lot!of!traffic!jams!and!if!you!want!to!go!to!
any!place!go!anywhere!you!must!take!have!to!take!a!car,!a!bus!or!a!train!and!in!a!town!
Comentario [29]: A!trip!that!I!made!
Comentario [30]: spent(
Comentario [31]: came(
Comentario [32]: children(
Comentario [33]: the!life!there!
Comentario [34]: same!
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you!can!walk!to!anyplace!anywhere.!In!the!city!you!can!go!shopping,!to!the!cinema!
you!can!do!a!lot!of!things!than!in!the!town!you!can’t!do.!
(
Common(interview(
I!think!the!same!of!Esther!because!is!the!easiest!transport!to!go!around!the!island.!
Because!the!motorbike!not!I!think!that!the!motorbike!is!not!a!good!transport!because!
there!are!not!roads!and!the!train,!if!the!island!don’t!doesn’t!have!rails!you!can’t!take!
the!train.!And!Sergio!what!do!you!think?!
In!the!jeep!is!the!easiest!best,!I!think,!not!the!ship.!The!ship!is!more!slow!slower!than!
the!jeep.!
(
(
(
2.(Answer(the(following(questionnaire:(
!
Dealing!with!questions!
1.!!Did!you!understand!and!answer!the!questions?!I!understood!all!the!questions!on!
the!paper!but!I!didn’t!answer!all!of!them!because!of!the!nerves.!
2.!!Did!you!ask!to!repeat!questions!you!didn’t!understand?!Yes,!in!the!last!topic!where!
we!had!to!argue!with!the!partners!I!didn’t!understand!at!first!what!we!had!to!speak!
about!exactly.!
3.!!Did!you!give!quite!long!answers!to!the!questions?!I!spoke!about!two!topics.!In!the!
first!one,!I!had!to!explain!one!travel!and!I!speaked!more!than!in!the!second!one!that!it!
was!about!the!differences!between!the!city!and!the!town.!In!this!second!topic!I!didn’t!
know!what!to!say,!I!was!confused.!
4.!!When!appropriate,!did!you!give!reasons!for!your!answers?!I!believe!that!no.!I!was!
very!nervous!and!I!didn’t!say!all!that!I!would!have!liked!to!say.!
5.!!Did!you!support!your!answers!with!examples?!!The!truth!is!that!no.!I!would!have!
liked!to!speak!a!little!bit!more.!
6.!!Did!you!express!your!opinions!and!ideas!clearly?!In!the!interview!I!express!more!
or!less!the!idea!that!I!thought!or!that!I!wanted!to!say,!but!I!had!to!speak!more.!
!
Comentario [35]: things!that(
Comentario [36]: the!same!as(
Comentario [37]: that!is!(you!need!a!
subject!here)!
Comentario [38]: there!are!no(roads!
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Body!language!and!voice:!
!
7.!!Did!you!look!positive,!confident!and!friendly?!!Yes,!I!was!very!excited!because!I!
have!never!listened!me!speaking!English.!
8.!!Did!you!look!at!the!interviewer!directly!when!speaking?!Yes,!because!if!I!looked!at!
the!camera!made!me!nervous.!
9.!!!Did!you!speak!clearly,!so!the!interviewer!could!hear!you?!Yes!I!spoke!clearly!
because!I!don’t!had!shame.!I!think!that!she!could!heard!me!perfectly.!
Dealing!with!problems!
!
10.!!When!you!made!a!mistake,!did!you!ever!try!to!correct!it?!Yes,!I!sometimes!tried!to!
correct!it!and!other!times!I!didn’t!think!that!I!said!something!wrong.!But!now!doing!
this!exercise!I!have!realized!that!I!said!bad!things,!more!that!I!would!like.!
11.!!When!you!couldn’t!think!of!the!correct!word,!did!you!find!other!ways!of!
expressing!the!idea!in!English?!Yes!I!tried!to!think!quickly!other!word!and!in!this!
moment!I!felt!nervous.!
12.!!Did!you!answer!completely!in!English?!Yes,!I!said!everything!in!English!less!one!
word,!(tranquila)!but!quickly!I!said!“calm!and!quiet”.!
!
Managing!interaction!
!
13.!!Did!you!participate!actively!in!the!discussion,!contributing!and!exchanging!ideas!
with!the!other!speakers?!I!think!that!I!could!have!said!mote!things!but!in!the!moment!
I!didn’t!think!what!to!say.!
!
If!not,!why?!Because!in!that!moment!I!didn’t!think!what!to!say!but!when!I!left!the!class!
I!thought!about!a!lot!of!things!that!I!could!have!said.!The!topic!was!a!little!bit!strange.!
!
Write!a!personal!comment!about!the!interview.!
I!think!that!this!interview!is!very!useful!because!we!can!listen!ourselves!speaking!
English!and!we!realized!everything!which!is!wrong!and!then!we!can!correct!it!with!
this!kind!of!exercise.!To!correct!all!the!bad!words!I!have!had!to!look!at!the!dictionary!
and!in!some!translators.!I!have!learnt!some!new!words!and!expressions!that!I!could!
have!used!in!my!interview.!
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!
A!very!good!exercise,!Amparo.!In!the!interview!you!appeared!calm!and!controlled.!You!
were!able!to!pause!to!organise!your!ideas!and!you!took!time!to!find!the!right!words.!You!
gave!quite!long!answers!with!proper!explanations!and!examples.!
! As!far!as!the!communicative!aspects,!in!the!individual!turn!you!looked!at!me!and!
smiled!most!of!the!time;!if!you!were!anxious,!you!definitely!didn’t!show!it.!In!the!
discussion,!you!had!very!good!eye!contact!with!the!others!and!you!helped!the!
conversation!along,!by!inviting!comments!and!reacting!to!your!partners’!ideas.!
! In!the!transcript!you!have!managed!to!identify!and!correct!many!mistakes!and!
your!selfEassessment!in!the!questionnaire!is!rather!detailed!and!accurate.!
(
!
!
 
 
!
